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Preface
In response to continuing concerm over access to health care for the uninsured,
the W, K. Kellogg Foundation in 1998 launched an initiative called "Community
Voices," The goal of the initiative is to assist local organization in strengthening
community support services, giving the underserved a voice in the debate over
health care access, and identifying ways to meet the needs of those who now
receive inadequate health care. One of the Community Voices grants went to
Miami, Florida, where it is administered by Camillus House, a Catholic sodal
service agency and health care provider for the homeless.^ CamilliM Hoiwe
asked RAND to participate in the Community Voices-Miami project, to evalixate
the five-year effort and to provide technical assistance.
This report is the second of the technical assistance reporte produced by RAND
for Commimity Voices, The first rqjort. Hospital Care for the Uninsured in MiamiDade County: Hospital Finance and Patient Travel Patterns 0ackson et al,, 2M2),
analyzed publicly available hospital financial and discharge data to determine
whether there was any correlation between the centralized nature of funding for
and provision of indigent care in Miami-Dade County and the hospital-careseeking patterns of Mami-Dade County residente. That analysis showed that tiie
uninsured living in the more-remote areas of the county bypassed more hospitab
than did their insured neighbors, creating disparities in geographic access to care.
This study addresses tte Issue of governance of public funds for health care in
Miami-Dade County. The county-run Public Health Trust is currently
responsible for operating the county's health care facilities, as well as for
developing countywide planning to ensure access to tealth care for all residents.
Over time, this dual mission has introduced challenges to good governance.
The study was conducted by researchere in the RAND Health Program and was
funded by the Community Voices-Miami project. Additional support for
production of this report was provided by RAND Health, The report should be
meful to those in the health care community in Miami-Dade County, as well as
to others interested in the ksue of governance for public healtii policy and
delivery.

United Way of Miami-Dade was asked to join the effort to provide assistance with community
outreaclt.
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Summaiy
In Miami-Dade County, Florida, health care for the medically uninsured is
provided primarily by the county-run system, the Public Health Trust (PHT),
which operates a nimiber of facilities, including the prestigiom Jackson
Memorial Hospital 0MH) and a network of primary-care clinics. This centralized
system has led to iminsured patiente having less-convenient access to publicly
funded inpatient care than insured coimty residents have.
When the PHT was first created by the Miami-Dade Board of Coimty
Commissioners (BCC) in 1973, there was a transparent reporting mechanism that
provided the county with important oversight into how public funds were spent.
Hospital management submitted detailed billing statements to county
management for all indigent-care patiente treated at JMH. While the county
often did not reimburse the hospital fully for the care provided, there was dear
accounting for indigent care provided and the public dollars used to pay for Ihat
care.
In addition to monitoring accountability of public funds, ttie BCC was actively
involved in the selection of PHT board members. The Health Systems Agency
(IBA) (which no longer exists) would identify three nominees for each vacancy,
and the BCC made the final selection.
Funding for the PHT changed in 1991, when the county passed a special halfpenny surtax to provide funds to support JMH. These funds were earmarked
"for the operation, maintenance and administration of Jackson Memorial
Hospital to improve health care services."^ The infusion of funds finandaHy
stabilized the iitetitution, but it broke the dear accoimtability and reporting
mechanism, since the siurtax revenues were treated like a block grant. The surtax
funds also provided an opportunity for the BCC to move other health-related
programs into the PHT budget, giving the PHT significant oversight of health
care for the entire county.
In addition to operating tiie public health care facilities in Miami-Dade County,
the PHT is charged by ordinance to develop and implement plai^ for the
coimtywide provision of health care services to the uniitsured. This dual mtesion
^Language on the referendum ballot.
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of service provision and countywlde planning inherently creates a conflict of
interest. That is, the best governance structure for an organization that operates
the health care facilities may not be the best governance structure for the
organization responsible for countywide health care policy plaiming. This
conflict of interest potentially prevents the organization from performing either
function weU.
Over the years, the loss of the reporting mechanism and the resulting apparent
lack of transparency and accountability have disturbed many county residente.
In response to thfe and other pubMc concerns, tte current mayor of Mami-Dade
Coimty, Alex Penelas, convened a health care task force in February 2002
charged with, among other tasks, examining the governance, planning, and
organization of the publicly funded health care programs in the coimty.
As a partner in the Community Voices-Miami project, RAND was asked by the
project's oversight team and leadership to examine the issues concerning
governance. Specifically, RAND researchers were asked to synthesize the
literature on governance, to examine how other localities provide health care for
tte uninsured, and to relate their findings to the publicly funded health care
system in Mami-Dade County,
This report discloses the principles of good governance as outlined by Carver
(2002) and Pointer and Orlikoff (1999,2ro2a,b) in their writings on nonprofit
organizational governance. These principles highlight the primary role of tihe
public (or "owners") in governing a public enterprise and the importance of
separating the board from management. To reinforce this separateness, the
governing body must address two key questions: For whom are we governing?
For what are we governing? The answers to these qu^tions naturally lead the
governing body to comider policies that can enable management to attain the
organization's mission.
The policy governance paradigm emphasizes policy development rather than
management skills (Carver, 2002). Importantly, it also emphasizes independence
of action—ttie board does more than just rubber-stamp management's plans and
actions. Pointer and Orlikoff (2(X)2a) Identified 64 principles of policy
governance, which we used as a guide for ttie study reported here. These
principles stress having a board that is committed and impartial, actively
overseeing tiie operatioi^ of the organization. Two principles address the
board's overall role and its relationship with management
•

The board realizes that it alone bears ultimate r^ponsibility, authority, and
accoimtability for the organization. It understands the importance of

governance and undertake ite work with a sense of seriousness and purpose
(Principle 1)2
•

The board does not become directly involved in developing organizational
strategies; it delegates this task to management (Principle 12).

We examine how these principles mirror those outlined in the PHT bylaws.
Much of the structure required for good governance is stipulated there.
However, we identified two broad issues ttiat violate tte principles of policy
governance; First, as noted above, the PHT both operate ite own facilities,
which provide coiwiderable uncompensated care, and is responsible for
countywide planning for the provision of health care services to the lumsured.
Second, the level of accountability among the PHT, the BCC, and county
residents has eroded, reducing public trust.
In addition to these two broad issues, ttere are lapses in the execution of good
governance principles that ultimately affect the PHT's accoimtability and
transparency as a public organization.

Areas in Which Governance Needs Improvement
Board and CEO Relations
Several principles for good governance apply specifically to the relationship
between the board and the chief executive officer (CEO), As a direct report to the
board, tte CEO is accountable to the board, and the board is r^ponsible for
evaluating his or her performance. Specifically, according to the principles of
good governance,
•

The board has a CEO succession plan (Principle 16).

•

Aimually, employing explicit criteria, the board assesses the CEO's
performance and contributions (Principle 18),

•

Annually, the board adjusts the CEO's compemation (Principle 19).

In one recent and very public example, the board asked the president and CEO of
the PHT to resign, (And he did.) The PHT had not evaluated his performance
for the previous five years and had not reviewed his compensation, nor had it
developed a succession plaiL Several months later, the board turned around and
■'The 64 prindples are reproduced in the Appendix to this report.
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removed the board chairman, who had initiated the CEO's resignation, arguably
questioning board decisions made in the prior montte.
Board Composition
The PHT could also improve its composition, in accordance with two relevant
principles:
•

Board composition is nonrepresentational (Principle 53).

•

fcsiders and those servicing ex cfficio comprfee less than 25 percent of ttie
board's membership (Principle 55).

The PHT board has 21 voting and 8 ex officio members who are its own
employees and employees of the Uiuversity of Miami. The 21 include a
representative of the University of Miami, a private institution that operates the
medical school and staffs the PHT facilities. There is a dear potential for conflict
of interest, and this situation has endured for many years.

Regular Assessment of the Governance Structure
The mayor's task force has motivated the community generally, and the PHT
specifically, in line with the principle that
•

Governance structure is thoroughly assrased at regular intervak and
modified if necessary (Principle 46).

Specific Recommendations
A good governance structure attempts to relate the organization's mMsion to its
activities, reduce the opportunity for board involvement in management
activities, eliminate potential conflicts of interest, and provide a dear
accountability of services provided to the indigent and public funds expended.
In our investigation of ways to improve the governance of Miami-Dade County
publidy funded health care, we assessed how other localities have provided care
for their uninsured and underiiisured residente. For example, the Health Care
District (HCD) of Palm Beach County contracte with private providers who, in
turn, treat uninsured persons. The HCD board has access to all information
about servi<» provfeion and can make this publicly available. Another locality,
St. Louis, Missouri, provides explidt opportunities for community input on how
and what services are provided. Finally, Johns Hopkins Medicine uses well-
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structured, decentralized governance boards for a complex academic medical
center and affiliated institutions.
Using the principles of good governance as the fi-amework, along with tte
lessons learned from other locales, we make the recommendations outlined
below.

Separate the Provision of Services from Planning
Our examination of the PHT's organizational mission—the provision of services
and the planning for the health care needs of Miami-Dade County residentsreveals an inherent conflict of interest. Because the PHT board is responsible for
the operations and viability of the various Jackson Health System facilities, ite
prime concBm is with that system. However, as a major policy and planning
body for the county, the PHT is ultimately accountable to the county for assuring
that public funds are allocated appropriately to assure that adequate health care
services are available to the uninsured.
To eliminate this potential conflict between services provfeion and planning and
policy, we recommend that the Miami-Dade Coimty BCC separate these two
functions. Fortunately, legislative language is aheady in place tiiat aEows for
this separation to be implemented. We recommend that the PHT be renamed the
Board of Trustees for the Jackson Health System (BTJH5) and that it govern the
network of fadUties that comprise that system. We recommend that the PHT's
countywide planning function be completely turned over to the Health Policy
Authority (or some similar entity), which could be renamed the Health Policy
Trust (HPT) to reflect ite new role as an independent body. We additionaly
recommend tiiat the BCC consolidate other healfli care policy and planning
activities and their related funding into the HPT. The intent is to tramfer
indigent-health-care planning duties from all entities under the purview of the
county and empower the new HPT to perform those functions, hnplementing
these recommendations would realign the missiora of these two distinct bodies
and would eliminate the inherent conflict of interest.
We recommend that in the process of separating these functions, the structure
and composition of the boards should be carefully reviewed and revfeed. In
particular, the size and composition of the boards could be modified to improve
governance, and better reporting of board activities would enhance accountability
and transparency.

XIV

Provide Adequate Funding for Planning and Charity Care
The HPT will require adequate funding to carry out its newly consolidated
planning and polity activities. Variom funding strategies should be considered
by the BCC, including diverting extant public funds from other programs, racing
additional or new taxes, and allowing the HPT to obtain grant and contract
funding. Building a diveirae funding base for health to the unii^ured and
underinsured would provide needed stability for patiente as well as providers.
For an example of how extant public funds could be diverted to the HPT, we
examined the funding approach that the PHT considered in response to the
Lacasa Bill (HB71,2000).3 The compromise language approved by the PHT in
this resolution provided for incremental funding to a new, indqjendent health
authority fhat would then reimburse commimity providers for health care to the
indigent. Specifically, the PHT resolution proposed that this new authority
receive (from PHT funck) $10 million in year 1, $15 million in year 2, and $21.9
million in years 3 through 5.* Mami-Dade Cotinty was to provide matching
funds, resulting in over $180 million of public funds being diverted to the new
independent health authority in the first five years. If the BCC were to follow
this funding allocation formula for the HPT (or a similar entity), this new body
would have the resources necessary to carry out tiie planning and evaluation of
coxmtywide health care, as well as to implement new mechanisms to directly
fund care for the uninsured.
In addition to reallocating existing tax funding, the BCC could consider
additional tax-based strategies, Rafeing taxes in the current economic and
political climate may seem difficult, but other localities have had success wtei
taxes are targeted to specific programs that the public feels are necessary.
Finally, the HPT should be given the authority to secure grant and contract
funding (such authority is not explicitly included in the HPT ordinance
language), since private foundation and federal agencies fund much iimovation
in the health care arena. Moreover, the HPT should become a leader in
innovation regarding expansions of Medicaid and other federal-state progran«.
3

.
This amendment proposed diverting up to 25 percent of the county's maintenance-of-effort
(MOB) fiinds currently allocated to the PHT to a special ftind to be administered by a board
independent from that which runs the county public hospital, to provide some level of
reimbursement to all eligible hospitals within the county that provide health care services to the
indigent. This amendment would transform the Miami-Dade County system into one in which, at
least to some degree, dollars follow the pattent. Although the bill was passed by the Florida State
Legislature, it ultimately was found to violate Miami-Dade County's Home Rule Law and was found
to be unconstitutional.
■^Resolution PHT 04/00-051, described in the PHT minutes for April 26,2000.
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Conclusions
Because the PHT leadership is currently in transition, it is an opportune time to
make changes. This opportunity was succinctly summarized by the mayor when
he wrote to the PHT:
Moreover, it is critical that the responsibilities of the new President be
clearly defined. Whether the new President will be in charge of the
County's entire health care system or of operating Jackson Memorial
Hospital, or both, is a basic policy issue. These are among the prevailing
health care issues currently being discmsed by the members of Mayor's
Health Care Access Task Force. The timing for this community debate
could not be more appropriate but it must occur before the search process
comes to a conclusion (Penelas, 2002)
Thus, Miaml-Dade Cotmty is poised on the threshold of decision. It can continue
doing biKiness as before, tolerating the dual mission of the PHT and the potential
conflicts of interest, or it can move ahead and transform its institutions to better
serve its commimity. It is up to the community and its elected officials to
designate a governance structiu-e titat aEows for inclusive and transparent
policymaking concerning Miami-Dade's medically uninsured.
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1. Introduction
More than 40 million Americans were without health insurance in 2001, and the
number is expected to grow (Agency for Healtiicare Research and Quality, 2002),
The economic slump following September 11,2001, caused some employers to
reduce employee benefite or increase cost-sharing in employer-sponsored health
insurance policies. In addition, tax revenues used to pay for public health care
programs, such as Medicaid, are declining, making it that much more difficult for
individuals without health insurance to obtain access to health care services
(Hebert,2a)2),
Concern for the uninsured is not new, and the number of proposals for
effectively providing better health care access for all is increasing. In 1998, the
W, K. Kellogg Foundation launched a five-year initiative. Community Voices, in
response to concerns about access to health care by the uniiBured. The iiutiative
funded 13 sites nationally to assist local organizations in strengthening
community support services, giving tite underserved a voire in the debate over
health care access, and identifying ways to meet the needs of the uninsured and
underinsured. One of the Community Voices grants went to CamiUus Home, a
Catholic social service agency and health care provider for the homeless in
Miami. RAND was asked to evaluate the Community Voices-Miami (CVM)
project and provide technical assistance.
CVM requested that RAND conduct a study of the governance structure of tihe
Miami-Dade County Public Health Ttml (PHI) to help the project's oversight
team and staff better understand issues related to governance, and to provide
tiiem with information for participating in local policy discussions. This report
reviews the principles of good governance, provides examples of governance
structures i^ed by other health organizations, compares and contrasts the
principles with the structure and function of the PHT, and offers
recommendations for improvement.
This study continues RAND's participation in the CVM effort, providing
technical assistance and analyste of the public provision of health care services to
the uninsured of Miami-Dade County. The first technical assistance rqjort for
this project. Hospital Carefor the Uninsured in Miami-Dade County: Hospital Finance
and Patient Travel Patterns gackson et al., 2002), examined aggregate hospital
financing and revenue flows and patient travel patterns to the county's 24 acute-

care hospitals. It found that, among the county's providers of health care to the
indigent, Jackson Memorial Hospital (JMH), Miami-Dade Count3r's public
hospital run by the PHT, provides the vast majority of charity care. Although
there are private hospitals closer to their homes, uninsured patients living in
remote areas of the coimty travel to JMH for care. Sinular travel patterns were
not seen among patients who had health insurance. The report concluded that
centralization of funding for and the location of the county's public hospital
facilities have created disparities in geographic access between unimured and
iiKured patients.
Concern about providing health care services to the iminsiu-ed has been further
elevated by concern about governance in Mami-Dade County. In this report, we
examine governance generally and consider governance of the PHT specifically
as it relates to ite responsibility for the health of coimty residents. The PHT
currently comprises numerous facilities, including JMH, which is staffed by
Univereity of Miami physiciaro. The PHT, with an annual operating budget of
more than $1 billion, has one board that not oidy governs PHT facilities but also
is expected to comider coimtywide health care policy. There are more than 20
private not-for-profit and for-profit hospitals in the county, two of which are
public and xmder the authority of the PHT. The PHT board generally focuses on
ite own network of facilities, rather than working closely with other providers
who may be able to provide services to the iinimured tiiat are less costly or more
geographically accessible.
On February 15,2002, Miami-Dade County Mayor Alex Penelas launched a task
force to look into issues of the imimuired, including governance and how the
county spends its funds on health care for the indigent. Several montte later,
PHT Chairman Michael Kcsnitzky established an ad hoc subcommittee to
examine the governance of the PHT. It is within tiiis environment of concern that
we undertook this study of governance. We have abstracted from the literature
those concepte, structures, and processes that can facilitate good governance.
Our conclusions are based on the fimdamental belief that although organizations
differ in their goals and means, there are certain principles that all organizations
must cor^ider when designing or redesigning their governance bodies.
In this report, we first define governance and describe why governance is an
important issue for public tealth care. We then set out principles of governance
that should be considered by any governing body. These principles not only
provide a structure for good governance, they also direct boards to actively
govern. This combination of structure and action makes good governance
feasible. We illustrate these principles through several examples of
organizational governance for public and private entities that provide healA care

services. We then turn to the specific system of public health care in Miami-Dade
County and compare tte principles of good governance with tte PHT ordinance,
bylaws, and activities. Finally, we present some recommendations and consider
the policy implications of those recommendations.

2. What Is Governance? Why Is It Needed?
Governance is defined as the exercise of authority and a method or system of
government or management (Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, 1997). Issues of
governance concern all organizations, from large for-profit corporations to
governmental agencies to small nonprofit community-based organizations
(CBCte), In particular, we are concerned with the governance of nonprofit
organizations and governmental agencies involved in health care.
Governance often is performed by a board that provides oversight and ensures
accountability of an orgaiuzation to its owners and stakeholders. The governing
board is ultimately responsible for the succ^s of the organization. Thk chapter
examines the way governing boards conduct their businras.
Much of the literature on governance relates specifically to publidy traded
corporations, where the focus is on accountability, responsibility, and
profitability. Today, corporate governance and the nwthods used by corporate
boards to monitor corporate activities have taken on greater significance than
they had in previous times. Future history books may label the turn of the 21st
rentury as a period of corporate corruption and mistrmt in America. The
spectacular financial disasters of companies such as Enron, Arthur Andersen,
WorldCom, and Tyco serwitized the public to variations and excesses in
accounting practices. Transparency and accountability have thus become valued
practices, and the public is more alert than ever to the potential for conflicts of
interest. There is a general concern tiiat many boards are not providing the
reqimite level of oversight and are failing to rein in management. While
regulatory meam have yet to be established to prevent future debacles, the
public has called for change in the way business is done.
These concerns, however, are not focused solely on corporate America. Distrust
of government and nonprofit agencies has also grown. As far back as 1978, the
year in which California's Proposition 13 passed,^ taxpayers were beginning to
ask whetiier the government was doing the right thing witii their money. Polls
show fliat this continues to be a concern (Roper Center, 2002), and it might be
posited that bond or other fimding issues have failed in part becai^e of voters'
Proposition 13 was a tax-reform initiative proposed by Howard Jarvis that cut property taxes
by M percent and capped annual increases (Moore, 1998).

perception of a lack of accountability and transparency in government funding
and allocation decisions. In the nonprofit sector, donors have come to rely on the
reports of services that rate charities (e.g., based on the proportion of
contributions ttiat actually goes to "people in need" versus administration), and
accounting practices at well-respected orgaiuzations such as United Way are
coming under increasing scrutiny (Strom, 2002),
Governance is not a new concept, but there has been a recent shift in thinking
about what constitutes good governance. This new paradigm, policy
governance, was initially described by Carver and Carver (2roi) and was
elaborated on in Carver (2(X)2), It was further refined and articulated by Pointer
and Orlikoff (1999,2(X)2a,b), among others. Their work forms the basis of much
of Chapter 3 of this report, in which we dfecuss the specific principles illustrated
by the concept. Otter authors have written on ksues similar or complementary
to governance, and, where possible, ttese are also included in the discussion.
Policy governance, as proposed by Carver, is a theory of governing the public's
business, i,e,, how governance cormects the "public" to public enterprise (Carver,
2(X)2), As such, governance derives not from management, but from ownership
(Carver, 2002). Governing boar<fc take the interests and needs of owners and
stakeholders and meld them into organizational objectives that are executed by
management. Carver's model builds upon previoiK work, in particular, social
contract philosophy, Greenleaf's concqjt of servant-leadership (see, for example,
Greenleaf, 1977), and modem management. However, the policy govemancK
model highlights the primary role of the public (or "owners") in governing the
public enterprise and flie separateness of the board from management. As
Carver explains:
Rather than a theory of execution, it is a theory of ownership and the
expression of ownership in the organizaticmal context. It positions the .
board as a completely separate function facing the ownership in the
primary direction and flie executive organization [management] in the
other—quite different from seeing governance as an extension or
subdiscipline of management. It requires board members to be servantleaders raflier than eiflier demagogues or administrators. (Carver, 2002,
p. 10)
The policy governance paradigm emphasizes policy development, ratiier than
management skills. Importantiy, it also emphasize action—good governance is
not mere rubber-stamping of management's plans and actior^. Modem policy
formulation and monitoring require a set of interpersoiwl commxmication skills
to bring multiple stakeholders together in a constructive, productive, and
mutually respectful way. Salamon (2001) calls these interpersonal
communication skills "enablement skills"—activation, orchestration, and

modidation skills—^to tiighlight the importance of moving from the traditional
directive approach of governance to the more cooperative or interdependent
mode of action that policy formulation requires. For example, to incorporate
stakeholder perspectives into the policy discussion, it is necessary to activate
owner and stakeholder community networks to identify problen^ and develop
solutions. The board's role is to coordinate all input from these networks and act
as the "orchestra conductor." In orchestrating activities and input, the board
must be able to synthesize ideas, identify themes, and develop policies
accordingly. Finally, in setting policy, the board must be able to anticipate the
consequences of its actioiw and balance gains and losses within the context of the
mission of the organization and ite place in tte commimity.
Convening concerned stakeholders and developing networks of nonprofit or
governmental agencies take time and bring the risk of losing discretion over the
use of public authority and the spending of public funds (Salamon, 2(X)1). As
more individuals and agencies get involved in solving public problenw,
centralized control may appear to dksipate. For example, when public agencies
contract out for services, monitoring, which was previoi^y an agency function,
becomes part of the contracting processes. Agenda are challenged to define
measures that permit monitoring of the quality of the services provided.
Privatization moves monitoring even further away from direct governmental
control. While efficiency motives often drive the move to privatization, effldeiuy
may come at the expense of transparency, integrity, and accountability
(Schooner, 2001). To avoid these problems, governance prindples and actions
need to be updated. As noted by Schooner, "If government plans to follow a
private sertor model, ite greatest chance of success in serving the public while
maintaining the public's trust would be to integrate a robust public oversight
regime into that model" (Schooner, 2001).
Interestingly, much of the rhetoric about policy governance is consktent with the
rhetoric about accoimtability in general. While the focus is slightly different, the
discussion about accoimtability of resources, outcomes, and processes is
complementary to that of policy governance (Keams, 1996).
Good governance not only requires fastidious attention to legal and regulatory
details, it also entails a cognizance of owner and stakeholder perceptions and
trust. Even when certain checks and balances are in place to reveal objective
evidence of poor governance and trigger remedial action, perceptions of poor
governance can destroy the trust that many organizations rely on to conduct
their business. Over the past decade, two large nonprofit retirement plans,
California Public Employees' Retirement System (CalPERS) and Teacheis
Insiu-ance and Aimuity Assodation-College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-

CREF),2 have developed criteria for good governance and, when appropriate,
have demanded that companies in which they invest improve their governance.
With their significant financial investment, CalPERS and HAA-CREF have had
cor^iderable leverage over corporate boards. More recently, on a smaller but still
significant scale, a major private donor in Cleveland withheld donations because
he was displeased with the governance of various public institutioia in the dty.
His frmtration as a donor-stakeholder was ignited when the costs of a university
building to which he had donated escalated. He held the imiversity board
responsible for not appropriately monitoring the building costs and withheld his
philanthropic giving until changes were made in the various governing boards
(Winter, 20)2),
Nowhere is trust among stakeholdere more important than in the health care
field today. Public and private health care organizations are faced with
increasing coste, decreasing reimbursement levels, and ijicreasing numbers of
iminsured persons in their communities. Many struggle to stay afloat, while
others implement aggressive pricing "steategies" to game tte system. Some even
blame the huge increases in the cost of medical care on these strategies, which,
though often legal, can lead to mfctriKt among stakeholders {IMS Angeks Times,
2002),
Trust can facilitate collaboration among stakeholders (health care systems,
providers, commimity organizations), and collaboration is important because
rarely can a single orgaiuzation improve community health by itself (Aimison and
Wilford, 1998), The challenges facing the health care sector are too great for any
one organization and often require multisector approaches. Why, then, does
effective collaboration not always occur? Annison and Wilford (1998) identify
two barriers: "tiie curse of success," and ego and institutional pride. Successful
organizatioi« are often accmtomed to operating independently—they may not
have developed trusting relationships witii others and may have a hard time
seeing why they need to collaborate. Institutional pride leads board members to
focus on the health system, bottom line, or competition, at the expense of
community needs. Both of these barriers to collaboration can be overcome with
good governance.
It is important to recognize that although governance relates to managenwnt, it is
not the same as management. Management should focus on the day-to-day
operation of an organization, while the governing board is responsible for
establishing the nrnsion, objectives, and program policy tmder which
For more informatioii on these plans, see http://www.calpers-govemance.org and
http://www.tiaa-cref.org/pubs/pdf/InvestPhilosophy.pdf.

management operates. Boards develop the policy structure—the "Thou shalls"
and "Thou shall nots"—i.e., the rules by which management operates. The board
should not micromanage operation. For some boards, tius te a radical shift. In
discussing the need for overhaul of many hospital boards. Carver noted:
The intention of this radical shift in the rate of governance is that
management be aEowed as much room to move as is prudent and ethical,
so long as managers understand that the real reason for the organization to
exist is not survival iteelf or organizational size and prestige. The reason is
that human beings in need are better off, that lives are improved, that pain
is lessened, that the unhappy effects of trauma and disease are minimal.
(Carver, 2(»2, p. 594)
Pressure to improve the governance structure of publicly funded health care in
Miami-Dade Coxmty is motivated by fhe desire to increase access to care for the
neat half-million uninsured people in the county. Good governance will
engender trust, and trust will facilitate collaboration among providers in the
commtmity to improve the health and health care access of residente. A board
that dkcharges ite duties responsibly, with trar^parency and accountability, will
also engender these same qualities in others (McDonough, 2002).

3. A Primer on Governance
In this chapta", we discuss govemanre, both conceptually and practically.
Because we are interested in the governance of public funds and programs, we
focm on nonprofit organizations and governmental agencies where boards of
directors, trustees, or advisors^ are involved in organizational oversight. Our
discussion is enriched by the discourse in the for-proflt sector, where many of the
principles of governance have recently been reexamined and rearticulated. These
corporate principles are helpful in the Mami-Dade context; indeed, many of the
priridples of good governance apply to organizatioi« of all types. The PHT,
dearly a governmental agency, was established by county ordinance in 1973,
specifically giving the board of trustee "the powers, duties and responsibilities
customarily vested in the board of directors of a private corporation."^ Thus, this
primer reflects a synthesis of the literature and practice of governance from both
the for-profit and nonprofit sectore.
The policy governance conceptual model developed by Carver and Carver (2(X)1)
is applicable to various organizatiorw, including nonprofits. It articulates a new
board-management relationship and assigta to the board the responsibility for
policy development and assessment. By moving away from the minutiae of
operations statistics and focusing on the larger issues of organizational mission,
vfeion, and policy, governing boards can maintain their legal responsibilities
while facilitating organizational development and growth. A board that
articulates its organization's mission and policies dearly ako establishes
benchmarks with which to assess organizational and chief executive officer
. (CEO) performance.
Two features of policy governance provide an overarching vision for board
governance: (1) development and promulgation of dear objectives for the board
(its chair and its members), tiie CEO, and the organization, and (2) assessment of
performance—of ttie organization, the CEO, and board membere—based on
these dear objectives and, as required, board dedsionmaking and action. Good
governance requires that when deficiendes are identified, the board be willing to
take action, such as removing the CEO or requesting more firequent reporting of
pertinent performance measures. Many boards have traditionally focused on
'^We will henceforth use the terms board and board member.
■^Miami-Dade County Ordinance 73-69.
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past parfomiance and rubber-stamped management dedsiom, but it is the
continuous process of statement, assessment, reflection, and retooling that
defines policy governance. It focuses discussion and activity on improvement
and prepares the organization to meet the challenges that lie ahead.
In the discussion below, we refer to 64 principles of governance defined by
Pointer and Orlikoff (2(M2a).3 These principles are consfetent with other work on
governance and provide a simple catalog of concepte and activities that any
board should consider. The first two principles relate to the tone and
commitment with which a board functions rather than to specific actions.
Principle 1 states:
The board realizes that it alone bears ultimate responsibility, authority, and
accountability for the organization. It understands the importance of
governance and undertakes its work with a sense of seriousness and purpose.
Similarly, Principle 2 states that the board understands those factors that affect
good governance and therefore adheres to a set of principles imder which it
governs. To further emphasize the importance of the board's attitude. Pointer
and Orlikoff C2002a) add two other principles: the board develops policies
addressing ite ultimate responsibilities, and it makes the decisions that are
required of it* Thus, boards can have the structure for good governance (that is,
appropriate bylaws, mission statemente, etc.), but without a sense of
responsibility and resolve to set policy and act as necessary, fhey cannot effect
good governance. The core roles for the board are policy formulation,
dedsionmaking and action, and oversight.^
As should be dear. Pointer and Orlikoff (2002a) distinguish their ideas of boards
and governance from the perhaps more hfetorical conceptualizations of nonprofit
organization boards as being primarily interested in fundraising and social status
rather than in true governance. This report also views governance as the exercise
of authority or method of government or management.

The Board's Role and Responsibilities
The most important discussion a board should undertake fe centered on two
questions: For whom are we governing? For what are we governing?
*rhese prlndples are reproduced in the Appendix to tWs report. In subsequent work. Pointer
and Orlikoff (2002b) liave expanded tlie ntimber of principles to 72. Some of these recent additions
are incorporated into the discussion.
Principles 32 and 33.
5principle31.
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Governance for Whom? Boards represent owners. In the nonprofit arena, they
have also come to represent stakeholder perspectives. All owners are
stakeholders, but not all stakeholders are owners.* It is important that the board
imderstand the difference. Boards must balance stakeholders' intereste within
the constraints of the organization's mission and viability. The board translates
owner interests into strategic policy and action (Carver, 2(K)2). Thus, one of the
most important taste of a board is to identify ttie organization's owners and
stakeholders.^
Many nonprofit organizatioi^ are established to provide services to particular
subpopulatiors defined by characteristicB such as neighborhood or residence,
demographics, etc. For example, an organization may be estabMied to provide
services solely to the elderly or to persons with HIV. Ofcer organizatiorw may
have more diverse sete of stakeholders, making the identification of ownere and
stakeholders elusive. Commimity hospitab, for example, often have as their
mission the provision of services to the community, neighborhood, or catchment
area in which they are located. However, a particular hospital may be owned by
a religious organization, a nonprofit organization, or a for-profit organization
Board members must know for whom they are working when they deliberate
and make policy decisions for an organization. Thus, one might expect different
hospital boards to develop different policies and make different decisions.
It is common for nonprofit boards to have members who reflect subgroups of
owners and stakeholders. Board members, however, should not act as
comtituent representatives. They serve as owner-agents and ultimately must
balance their views and interests with those of the organization.^ This role is
important to consider when developing procedures for board membership
nomination. While there may be a desire to have the composition of the board
reflect different constituencies, board work is not representative government.
Boards can make the mistake of considering management and other staff as
owners. Certainly, staff are stakeholders, but they generally are not owners. The
direction of authority is from the board to management. That is, management
works for the board. The board must thus be prepared to carefully monitor and
assess the organization's management.
Governance for What? Nonprofit organizations and governmental agencies
often have missions more diffiae than those of for-profit organizations, where
"The distinction between owners and stakeholders is more relevant in the for-profit sector,
where there are equity owners.
'Principle 4.
%rindple53.
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the objective is profit maximization. Nonprofit organizations often have lesspecuniary missions, such as providing healtii services to all members of the
community regardless of their ability to pay or maintaining and improving the
health of the community. Ultimately, however, the board is respoiwible for the
financial viability of ttie organization. Therefore, boards of nonprofits must be
prepared to morutor and assess a broad range of outcomes and products in order
to assure that their organizations are carrying out their missions appropriately.
An initial and recurrent task of tiie board is to articulate the mission of tte
organization. The mtesion statement establishes for whom and for what the
board governs. The work of the board follows according to a set of governance
principles. In the remainder of Ms chapter, we further examine the board's role
and responsibilities.

Board Work
Having identified its ownere, stakeholders, and mksion, the governing board
must focus on policy formulation and develop a further imderstanding of the
owners' and stakeholders' expectations for the organization. Through outreach
into the community, the board can learn firsthand stakeholder and owner
concerns and the role tiie organization can play in the community. Such
outreach reinforces the need on the part of the board to periodically ask who tiie
owners and stakeholders are and what they expect of the board and the
organization,' Once these are imderstood, the board can act on tiieir behalf in
discharging its duties.^^
The board, having ultimate organizational responsibility, must also assure that
the organization meets all regulatory requiremente within various legal
constrainte. PoMcy governance is not an alternative to these legal regulations;
rather, it facilitates the board's service to the twin "bosses" of owners and
stakeholders and the law.^^
Tte approach of policy governance moves the board away from monitoring the
minutiae of operations statistics to developing policies and monitoring key
metrics reflecting tte stated objectives for the organization. Board conunittees
develop measures to assess whether the organization's objectives are being met.
Committee work involves determining what needs to be measured and reported
'Principles 4 and 5.
%rlnclple6.
l^Prindples 6,7, and 8.
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by management so ttiat the board can fulfill its fiduciary and legal
responsibilities.
To assure the organization's success, the board must develop clear plans for
meeting clearly stated objectives'^ and mmt articulate tiiem in clearly written
vision statemente, policies, and statements of expected outcomes.13 The CEO
and his or her management team can then work within these broad parameters
and marshal resources to accompMi the board's organizational goab.^
Importantly, these written statements form the basis of the CEO's performance
evaluation.
The board and its committees should annually set out their objectives for the
year.15 These objectives help keep the board and committee work focused and
facilitate scheduling board activities and deliberatior^.
The board should also measure and monitor the quality of services or products
produced by the orgaruzation. The organization's reputation and future
viability—maintenance of which m the board's primary objective—^are based on
the quality of its product. Thus, tiie board must make decisions about what the
organization produces, what constitutes high quality, and what makes business
sense,i6 The board or its quality committee must develop a set of quality
indicators that can be measured and periodically reported on by management.'^
These quality indicators should be defined to reflect orgaiuzational practices as
well as to reveal problems, so that tiie board has sufficient information with
which to take remedial action or refine organizational policies.'*
As part of its responsibility for the ftecal viabEity of the organization, the board
must put in place policies that assure that the organization works within stated
regulations. The board or the ftiance committee estabMies financial objectives
and recommends financial indicators, reported on by management, for use by the
board in ite monitoring activlti^. like the product and quality measures, the
financial indicator should follow practice and provide information to eiwble the
board to make decisions if remediation is required." The board is responsible
for assuring that the necessary financial controls are in place to satisfy regulator.
'2prmdple9.
'^Prindples 10 and 11.
Principle 12.
'Sprindple 58.
'%rmdples 21 and 22.
'^Prindple23.
'%rindple24.
%rindples 25,26,27,28, and 29.
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as well as assuring that there is accountability to owners and stakeholders for
how funds are spent. Accountability and transparency are achieved through
rigorous internal controls, including internal and external audite. In addition to
meeting regulatory requirements, tiie auditing proems can reveal practices and
procedures that should be updated. The board should be prepared to address
such issues through updating polices and procedures.
Ultimately, the board should have a substantial degree of autonomy from
management and external influences. The board needs a budget and adequate
staff support with which to conduct its work,20 and, when necessary, it should be
able to engage outside experts to assist with governance fesues.
A final hallmark of an effectively functioning governing board is its devotion of
time to forward strategic thinking, rather than retrospective monitoring.21 If the
board has developed appropriate indices, monitoring should take little time,
freeing up the board to coiKider the future direction of the organization and to
anticipate challenges.
The board chair should establish an environment where discussion can be open
and honest, without threat of recrimination (Carver, 2002). Healthy discussion is
essential—in its absence, board decisions may be made without full information
or understanding. However, once a decision has been made, all board members
should support it.22 Division among board members can cripple a board and
hinder an organization.
In sum, the board has two primary responsibilities: First, it must set out clear,
written expectations for the CEO and the organization and develop poMcy values
xmder which the organization is to conduct ite business. &cond, it must evaluate
whether or not these expectations have been met, by monitoring meaningful
indicators of performance. When dear expectations are set and meaningful
indices are monitored, the board must then be prepared to take action if it finds
deficiencies.

Board Member Responsibilities
To function appropriately, board members mmt have explicit performance
expectations, education, and training. Performance criteria may be both
administrative (e.g., meeting attendant) and functional (e.g., contribution to
20prindples56and57.
2%rindples 34 and 35.
22prindple36.
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board work). The board is responsible for ite performance and contribution to
the organlzation,23 and its members must be cominitted to their work and
prepared to assess and take action.
Administrative Criteria. The dynamic nature of many sectors of tte economy,
especially health care, requires that board members be appropriately oriented
and that they be offered opportunities for further training and education. New
board member training shoidd occur early in a member's tenure in order to
maximize his or her participation. Pointer and Orlikoff (2002a) recommend new
member training within three months of joining a board,24 and at least biannual
external training for board member development.25 In addition to meeting
regularly, the board should have periodic retreate, the frequency of which
depends on the amount of policy work that needs to be done.^* For boards
involved in restructuring and transforming, quarterly retreats may be required
(Pointer and Orlikoff, 2(X)2a).
Functional Criteria. To enhance board functioning, members should have
written job descriptions that dearly define their roles and responsibilities
(McAdam and Gies, 1990),^^ and ttey should be committed to carrying out Iheir
duties.28 The job description should also explicitly include the length and
number of terms tiiat a member may serve^^ and should describe meeting
attendance goals beyond simple requiremente for a quorum.
Further, board members' performance should be evaluated periodically.30
Evaluatioite can be conducted by board members ttenaelves as a self-assessment
exercise or can involve a 3W review^i by the full board. Whatever type of
evaluation is conducted, it should be objective, based on the explicit performance
criteria outlined in the job description. Moreover, if a 3M review is conducted,
the board should provide a mechanism for performance feedback to enable
individuals to improve iheir performance. EvaluatioiK should occur before a
member is asked to serve an additional term, and tiie board should explicitly
consider removing nonperforming members.
^rindpleSO.
2%rindple49.
25prindple62.
Principle 63.
2^Prindple50.
%rindple37and38.
29prindple51.
%rindple52.
A 3a) review involves elidting performance assessment input from those organizationally
above, equal to, and below the reviewee. This contrasts with a traditional performance review, which
elicits assessment input from only those persons who supervise or maiage the reviewee.
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The Board and the CEO
The board-CEO relationship is important because the CEO is the sole
organizational officer who reports directly to the board 32 The board is
responsible for the CEO's hiring and the annual setting of organizational goab
and expectatiom. The board is responsible for annually reviewing and setting
the CEO's compensation,^^ as weE as for developing a CEO succession plan.^*
Since the board has the ultimate responsibility for the performance of the CEO, it
must conduct an annual performance evaluation.35 ft is the board that must
remove the CEO, should that be necessary.^* The board states ite expectations
for the organization, for the population(s) benefiting from the organization, and
the acceptable costs leading to those services, products, or results (Carver, 2(W2).
It also sets the boundaries of acceptable organizational practice. Assessment
ultimately comes from monitoring appropriately defined performance indices
that reflect both the expectations and the business practice limitations set by the
board.
CEO performance evaluation is often conducted by the executive committee.
However, it may be preferable to have a committee solely responsible for this
function (Pointer and Orlikoff, IfX/M). The committee charged with CEO
performance assessment should assist the board in establishing dear, written
objectives for the CEO and the organization. The board should secure the "buyin" of the CEO to these objectives via Ms or her participation in their formulation.
Some objectives may be time^ensitive—that is, they may have associated
deadlines—^while others may be continuous. The objectives must be stated in a
manner that guides the CEO and the organization's activities. With written
expectations, performance assessment is focmed on the issues, rather than on
personality or personal style. The board and committee should reconsider and
rewrite the performance objectives if there is ambiguity in the assessment criteria.
Unambiguously stated objectives assist the CEO in hte or her activities and abo
permit fair performance evaluations.
Many organizations face the issue of whether the chairman/chairwoman of the
board should also hold the CEO position. Carver (2(K)2) posits that having the
CEO as chairman or a voting member of the board creates potential conflict
32prindple 14.
33prindplel9,
3*Prindple 16.
35principles 13 and 18.
3%'rmdples 15,17, and 20.
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because there is no longer a dear distinction between the board and
management. However, numeroiB corporate organizations have CEO board
chairmen/chairwomen. To maintain the board-management relationship,
CalPERS recommends that the board meet periodically without the CEO and
other nonindependent directors. CalPEI^ furflier recommends that when the
CEO is also the board chairman, a "lead" director should be selected who can
facilitate discussion among tte independent directors.
Board Structure
The composition of the board's membership should be reviewed periodically and
updated to meet the needs of the organization.37 Ideally, new members should
be selected through explicit selection criteria to maintain divereity and requisite
skills.38 Pointer and Orlikoff (2(K)2a) offer a tool to use when profiling current
and prospective board members—a matrix of skills, experience, and diversity
parameters.
Size. Because the board provides guidance for an organization, board structure
and composition are important foundations. If the board is to actively dkcuss
issues and reach consensus, it must be of a manageable size. A board that is too
small may suffer from a paucity of points of view or from the dominance of a
few; a board that is too large may be intimidating and may reduce active
participation in discussion or be too unwieldy to reach consensi» (Carver, 2002),
There is no ideal number of members for a board. Recommendations vary, but
most suggest that a board should have no fewer than nine and no more fhan 19
members.39 An odd niraiber of members is recommended to avoid deadlocks.
Composition. Because the board is focused on policy formulation and not on
operations, it is important that its members have diveise experiences and skills.
This diversity contributes to the board's ability to be well informed and to
conduct careful deliberations. The range of skilk and experience of members
should be appropriate to the work of the board.
The organization's operational perspective is usually provided by ex officio
members, that te, persons on the board by virtue of the position they hold
(Pointer and Orlikoff, 1999). Pointer and Orlikoff (2002a) recommend ttiat tiie
niunber of ex officio members on a board be limited to two or fewer, or that
^^Prindple47.
38prindple48.
^'principle 40.
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"imide" and ex qffkio members constitute no more than 25 percent of the board.*"
The CEO is generally on the board as a voting ex officio member*! and may in fact
coitetitute the entire insider and ex officio contingent of the board. Becaiise ex
officio numbers do not have the same term limitations as other board members,
tiieir influence can be of long duration, and as a result, ex officio members can
(inadvertently) influence the board/management relationship. In health care
organizations, the physician chief of tiie medical staff may also hold an ex officio
position.
Another challenge to board composition occurs when members are also
customers of the organization. In specifying the organization's mission, the
board implicitiy or explicitly defines its customers. Patiente are dearly customers
of health care organizations, but physicians are ako customers in that they can
choose whether or not to practice at a particular hospital. Customer needs and
interests may be based on individual characteristics or experiences and can be at
variance with those of owners, who are focmed on aggregate or macro concerns.
Another important challenge when customers are on the board is that they can
directly access organizational management, while other board membere must
obey the management chain of command. The dear board-management
structure defined by policy governance precludes board members from intruding
on management operational prerogatives. Thus, if customers are on the board, it
is important to define clearly board member roles and responsibilities. All board
members must be committed to the organization and must make decisions based
on the best interests of all owners and stakeholders.
Most health care organizatior^ have board members who are physicians, since
physicians tmderstand the workinp of a hospital or healtii care facility. Ex officio
board members may also be physicians. Non-insider physicians, however, can
provide needed experience and peispective without posing tiie potential
problem of the physician-customer. Physician or other expert board members
should be screened and evaluated through the same process as other board
member nominees.
Board composition may be dictated by external regulation, and members may be
elected or appointed. Whatever process fe med, it is important to guard agaimt
constituency-specific dedicated positions. Board members are not
representatives of particular viewpoints; rather, they represent all stakeholders
and must balance stakeholder interests with those of the organization.42 Again,
%rmdple55.
41prmciple54.
*2prindple53.
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it is important to provide adequate orientation and training so that board
members can contribute appropriately and effectively.
Conflict of Interest
No matter how carefully board membeis are selected, conflict-of-interest issues
will sometimes arise. When a board member will benefit, either personally or
through his or her business, from a board decision, that member should recuse
himself or herself from the discussion and the voting.
Often, however, conflicts of interest are more subtle. Board membeis may be on
other organizations' boards. A conflict of interrat can occur when a board
member is faced with making decisions for one organization that may affect,
eitiier positively or negatively, another organization with which he or she is
affiliated. This type of conflict of interest can occur, for example, when
organization compete for funding sources. At a minimum, such "interested"
board members should recuse themselves, but more effectively, the board should
not have members with such potential conflicte.
Recusing oneself from particular discussions or voting eliminate the gross
appearance of conflict of interest. However, more subtle forms can exfet,
especially if board members have strong personal or business relationships
among theimelves. Such potential conflicts of interest can stifle discussion or
generate quid fro quo agreements that hinder the board from making wellinformed decisions.
Board Officers
The selection of the board chairman is very important,'*^ since the chairman sets
the tone of board meetings and provides overall leadership. The chairman's
interpersonal and commimication skills can determine whetiier the board
environment is conducive to frank disctssion. Nominations for the
chairmanship are usually made by a special committee composed of the current
chairman, the CEO, an at-large board member, and a past chairman who m no
longer a member of the board. In making their nominations, the committee
should review all possible candidates against the skill and experience criteria for
the position and the needs of the board vis-a-vis upcoming issues. The tenure of
the chair is usually for one year; however, a two-year tenure may be more
effective in that it provides time for the chair to influence fte board and the
Principle 61.
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organization. In some organizations, there is a set succession of the vice
chairman to the chairmanship. Such fixed selection criteria make it impossible
for the board to match current needs with candidates.

Board Committees
Boards are composed of committees that perform much of the board work. Thus,
a board's committee structure should be driven by the board's current needs and
should be kept simple,** However, in many organizations, the committee
structure has ossified over the years, resulting in committees functioning beyond
tiie apparent scope of their labels. Pointer and Orlikoff (1999) recommend that
all committees be disbanded armuaEy and reconstituted only if they are needed
to conduct the business of the following year. This "zero-based" approach is
perhaps too drastic, but it highlights the belief that boards can become
bureaucracies of standing bodies that are no longer needed. Boards should
periodically reexamine their committee structure to assure that the committee
are needed, and all standing committees should have an explicit purpose and
dear, written e>q)ectations for what they will accomplfeh,*^ The written
guidelines shoidd also specify the rol^ and responsibilities maintained by the
parent board,*^
That said, several types of committees frequently form the core committee
structure for health care organizations: executive committee, finance comnuttee,
vkion and goab (ends) committee, quality and commimity health committee,
and governance committee (Pointer and Orlikoff, 1999,2a)2a), The basic
functions of each committee are discussed below.
Executive Committee. Historically, the executive committee has the
responsibility for making board-level decisions when it is impossible or not
feasible for the full board to meet. However, witltin the paradigm of policy
governance, this committee's authority may be problematic. When the executive
committee makes decisions for the board, it is insinuating itself between the
board and the CEO, and this can create an awkward dynamic, especially if the
CEO-board relationship is not well established or smoothly ftmctioning (Carver,
2002). The board can give the executive committee other tasls, such as providing
support to the chair and conducting the CEO performana evaluation, improving
governance, and planning ttie board agenda (Pointer and Orlikoff, 1999,2002a).
**Prmdple 39.
*%rindples 43 through 46.
'%rmdple41.
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By setting the agenda and anticipating trends and evaite, the executive
committee has a strong influence on the action of the board. The agenda should
be constructed to manage the meeting time effectively and efficiently*^ Board
meetings are generally conducted by the chair
Finance Committee. This committee is dbarged with keeping the organization
financially viable. Historically, finance committees are involved in tte
development, review, and monitoring of the organization's budget. Granted,
numerous regulations still require the board to review and approve certain
financial activities. However, the trend in policy governance is to have the
finance committee establish clear financial policies imder which the CEO
manages the organization and to base reporting more on orgaruzational
objectives than on typical accoimting spreadsheets.
The finance committee is also respoi«ible for audit activities, serving as the initial
board contact for internal auditing staff. The committee, or a subcommittee, also
oversees the external audit and reviews the findings before presentation to the
full board. Recent corporate financial crises have motivated many to examine the
relatior^hip of the external auditor and the organization and to periodically
replace the external auditor to assure that there is no conflict of interest. Conflict
of interest here can be bred from familiarity; the use of fresh eyes can enhance the
benefite of an audit.
Vision and Goals (Ends) Committee. Historically, this committee was often
called the planning committee. Under policy governance, it is responsible for
helping the board set tte mission, vision, and objectives of the organization and,
ultimately, the ends to be attained. The governing board sets up these "ends"
policies for the organization, but the exact meai« used to address them are up to
the CEO and his or her management team.
Quality and Community Health Committee. This committee assiste the board
in developing policies to assess the quality of care delivered by the orgaruzation.
In this role, this committee is also involved in setting policies and objectives
regarding cmtomer satisfaction and commxmity relations.
Governance Committee. This committee assists the board in assessing and
improving its governance. It is responsible for planning tiie annual board retreat,
as weE as board member development. It is also respoiKible for assessing the
^^Prindples 59 and 60.
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performance of the board and preparing commente for the full board to consider
and take action on, if required.^^
Taken together, the board committees iocm on specific areas of responsibility
and advise the full board. The full board, however, is resporwible for all final
decisions.

Centralized or Decentralized Governance for Complex
Organizations
Governance should be structured to meet the needs of the organization and thus
can be either centralized or decentralized. A centralized governance structure is
typical of single institution/fadlity organizations, but it can abo be used by
organizations with various divisiora. Many orgaiuzations, including those in
health care, have developed into networked or integrated organizations through
acquisition or creation of specialty divisions. These specialty divisions have both
common and separate mksions and henre may require their own oversight
boards.
In a decentralized structure, membership of subsidiary organizations' boards
may be interlocked—that is, members of the parent board may also be members
of subsidiary boards. The parent board communicates to the subsidiary through
the subsidiary board; it does not communicate directly to tiie subsidiary CEO.
This discipline in communication between tiie parent and subsidiary is
important, as it preserves the relationship of the subsidiary board to the
subsidiary CEO. Ettrect communication from the parent board to a subsidiary
CEO would render the subsidiary board iKeless and remove its authority over
the CEO. Recall that the CEO of a subsidiary is an employee of the subsidiary's
board (Carver, 2002).
Became communication between parent and subsidiary occurs at the board level,
it is achieved through several mechanisms. The parent board may delegate tiw
commimication resporwibility to a parent board subcoirmiittee, a parent board
member liaison, the parent CEO, or the parent board chairman. In deciding on
the best approach for commuiucation between the parent and subsidiary boards,
the parent board should coraider two issues: First, the person tasked with tihis
resporwibility speaks for the parent board and not from his or her individual (or
subcommittee) perspective. Second, the parent board must consider how it will
hold the subsidiary accountable. Given that the only individual accountable to
48prindple64.
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the parent board fe the parent CEO, an effective communication pathway is
created when the parent CEO sits on subsidiary boards. To facilitate tiie creation
of an environment conducive to appropriate action, the parent CEO may be
given the authority to appoint subsidiary board members, replace board
members, and provide the subsidiary board ite charge. This latter role is
important for reducing the possibility of creating subsidiary boarsfe that oppose
or otherwise thwart the fulfillment of parent board expectations. Thm, the
parent CEO is given the means to affect performance, and the parent board can
effectively hold the parent CEO responsible for the subsidiary organization's
performance.

Summaiy
The preservation of the board-management relationship is of central importance
to policy governance. The CEO reporte to the board, and the board is ultimatdy
responsible for the activities and success of the organization. Under policy
governance, the board should be forward-looking. Board work, therefore,
involves the continuous process of statement, assessment, reflection, and
retooling to help the organization succeed and meet future chaDenges. Board
work additionally involves outreach to the stakeholder community to update the
board membere' understanding of stakeholders' needs and expectatiom.
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4. Examples of Governance Structures for
Health Care Services
Because the provteion of health care to medically uninsured persons is largely a
local responsibility, there is tremendous variation in the way local governmental
agencies are structured and governed to meet the needs of the uninsured. In this
chapter, we describe three models, two public-sector and one private-sector, that
feature transparency, accountabUify, and local participation—characteristics that
support good policy governance. These examples do not represent structures
that are immediately replicable in Miami-Dade, but each case provides some
feature that is relevant to the Mami-Dade context.
We look at one health care district in South Florida, Palm Beach County, becaiBe
it is geographically proximate to Miami-Dade, serves a population similar to that
of Miami-Dade, raises funds through a dedicated tax for health care services, and
operates in the Florida legislative regime. We ^vsa turn to St. Louis, which is
home to a newly establfehed system for addressing tiie needs of the iminsured
through an irmovative governance structure. Finally, we look at a private-sector,
multifacility, academic medical center, Johns Hopkins Medicine, which has a
weE-structured, decentralized board witii dearly defined objectives and
respotteibilities.

Palm Beach County
The Health Care District (HCD) of Pahn Beach County is a coimtywide special
taxing district as outlined in the 1988 Pahn Beach County Health Care Act special
statute, chapter 87-450, Laws of Florida. HCD's mission is to fund, plan, and
coordinate health care for the medicaEy needy and to oversee trauma services.^
The HCD has two main objectives: (1) to fund two traimia centere in the coimty,
and (2) to provide services for persons who do not have health insurance, which
it does by administering a managed care program for uninsured persons,
operating a school health program, administering a rehabilitation and nursing
center, and providing local match funding for the Florida KidCare program.2
1

^S^ http://www.hcdpbc,org.
■^Florida KidCare is the state's children's health imurance program.
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The HCD has a seven-member, volimtary board of comnmsioners, three
members of which are appointed by tiie Palm Beach Board of Commissioner,
three by the governor of Florida, and one by a representative of the Florida
Department of Health. Thus, the board can be held accoimtable to the county
through the selection of the HCD board members appointed by the County
Commfesion, HCD commKsion terms are four years, and commissioners are
permitted to hold appointments for up to eight coiwecutive years.3
The HCD administere a managed care program, the Coordinated Care Program
(CCP), for its medically needy residents who do not qualify for Medicare or
Medicaid. The program funds inpatient hospital services, primary- and
specialty-care services, dental services, vfeion care, and prescription drugs. In
thfe program, public dollars follow the patient seeking health care services.
Hospitals are reimbursed on a per diem basis, and physicians are reimbuised on
a fee-for-service basis, using rates set at 80 percent of Medicare reimbursement
for participating physiciaiw and (0 percent for nonpartidpating physicians.
Approximately 26,500 residents are served armually through CCP, which has an
annual budget of approximately $35 million. Residente with incomes at or below
150 percent of the federal poverty level (pregnant women may have incomes of
up to 200 percent of the federal poverty level) and assete of less than $10,(XX) for
fian individual or couple (hoi^e and car not included) qualify for the plan. CCP
is affiliated with the cotmfy health department, all hospitals in the coimty,
raraierous healtii clinics, and 1,000 participating primary- and specialfy-care
physicians.*

St. Louis Regional Health Commission
A series of evente culminating in the year 20(X) motivated officials of the dfy of
St. Louis and St, Louis Counfy to change the way regional health care providers
meet the needs of the unimured and imderinsured. The region's pubfic health
care system lacked sustainable funding, and service provision for indigent care
was fragmented.5 Moreover, since 1999, communify groups had complained
about the dearth of services at St. Loute's public hospital system, ConnecCare,*
■^See http://www.hcdpbc.org.
Debi Gavras, Admirastrator of Risk Operations, Health Care District of Palm Beach County,
Florida, personal commuiucation, February 26,2003.
^Missouri Itepartment of Social Services, "Missouri Medicaid 1115 Waiver: Health Care for the
Indigent of St. Louis," submitted to The Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services, August 21,2001,
p. 3.
nZonnedCare is a nonprofit, public-private partnership of the dty of St. Louis, the state of
Missouri,
ouri, and four hospital systems in the region.
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which faced increasing financial pressure to redua services or dose ite inpatient
facility. The possible closure of the inpatient facilities threatened the loss of
itearly $20 million in federal TOH funds to the St, Louis area/ Public outciy
about insufficient services and the threat of losing TOH funding prompted dty,
coimty, and state offidals to convene representatives from the public health
community to disciKS health care access for the iaiinsured.8
In April 2000, another group concerned about the same issues, St. Louis Civic
Progress (an organization of area CECte from business sectors), ^tablished an
indigent health task force. The task force included a variety of community
organizations, health providers, and representatives from the governor's office,
the St. Louis mayor's office, and the St. Louk Coimty executive office. This
group met to address ttie imminent funding crisis, to discms how to improve
care for the medically indigent, and to devdop a regional plan that would reduce
institutional competition among organizations caring for the imderserved.
One of the task force's primary recommendations was the establishnwnt of a St,
Louis Regional Health Commission (RHC). In conjunction with the Mfesouri
Itepartment of Sodal Services (I^), the RHC was founded in September 2(X)1
(see Figure 4,1),' The mission of the RHC is to increase access to health care for
the medically uninsured and imderinsured, to decrease health disparities among
populations in the region, and to improve health outcomes for tiiese populatiora.
Currently the RHC is charged with two prindpal tasks: (1) devdop a strategic
plan for provision of indigent health care services by the end of 2(K)3, and (2)
coordinate the implementation of the plan. This plan will outline "a finandally
sustainable system that provides quality care and access to care for al
residents."lO The RHC is expected to achieve its goals through strategic
planrung, communication/reporting, education, funding guidance, and
community health improvement,!!
The 19-member RHC will engage the community; distill and analyze data;
research, propose, and recommend system changes; devdop measures of
*7

The Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services allocates KH funds based on the number of
inpatient services used by the uninsured.
Missouri Department of Social Serwces, Missouri Medicaid 1115 Waiver, p. 7.
%t. Louis Regional Health Commission, "Workplan," June 19,2002, p. 3, available at
http://www.sthrhc.org/About/WorkpIan.aspx (accessed January 15, M03).
lOjnterview
with Robert Fruend, CEO, Regional
Health Commission,/ November 5,2002.
11
iJ
f
^^St. Loiiis Regional Health Commission, "Worlqslan/' p. 4,
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Figure 41—Organizational Structure of the St. Louis Regional Health Commission
success; act as the chartering authority for advisory boards and work groups; and
supervise work plans, budgete, and policies of the commission. The structure of
the RHC is subject to change, but currently it has five conunittees (executive,
nominating, bylaws, finance/funding, and integration workgroup), two advisory
boar<te (community, provider services), and three work groups (access to
care/care coordination, community health, and measurement). All committees,
advisory boards, and work groups have between 9 and 25 members; work
groups have the smallest memberships.^^ These bodies draw on a wide variety
of experience and expertise, with representatives from the Itepartment of Health,
schools of public health and medicine, physicians, public insurance departments,
hospital administration, community providers, commimity advocacy groups,
and religious organizations. Formed as a result of minimal coordination among
these representatives and public officials, the RHC, particularly the RHC board,
has become the primary body through which these representatives work
12lbid.,pp.8-13.
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together.13 Robert Fruend, the CEO of the RHC, is an ea: offkio member of every
body.M
To support the activities of the commission, the I^ applied for and in August
20)2 was granted a Medicaid 1115 waiver to direct TOH paymente to the St,
LouK Regional KH Funding Authority (RDFA),15 a nonprofit corporation
consisting of the CEC^ of the four major hospital systeim and two major
independent hospitals in the city of St. Louis and St, Louis County,!^
The RHC receives Medicaid 1115 waiver funds only through approval and
oversight of the state I^ and the local RDFA, The RHC submits
recommendations to the RDFA concerning TOH funding disbursement, and the
RDFA, with approval of the I^, assures that the money is distributed according
to RHC plans,!'' The RHC also supports ConnectCare, the region's public
hospital system, which dosed its hospital facility in November 2002 and now
operates a network of clinics. The RHC receives funding for adminfetration and
staffing from the city, county, and state. The RHC staff of three has an annual
adminisfrative budget of $500,M0 for five years, ^^
Looking to future sustaiiability, the RHC has as a goal the oversight of
disbureement not only of the waiver funds but also of regionwide funds for the
medically underserved. To date, the region has made little effort to coordinate
funding sources. The coimty has its own health department, and through a
dedicated tax, it operates three clinics. Additionally, in April 2001, city voters
approved a 2,725-cent tax on out-of-state purchases of more than $2,000, The city
dedicates $5 million of these revenues to CoimecKZare,^ Ultimately, the RHC
hopes to phase out acute-care facilities and focus on ConnectCare's community
clinics. Moreover, the RHC plans to distribute funding across other primary and
specialty care in neighborhood clinics and to integrate the St, Louis area's health
care delivery system.
Since the RHC is still in its infancy (a permarrait CEO was hired in May lOGl), it
is too early to tell how well Ms new structure wiU address the needs of the
^^Interview with Robert Fraend, CEO, Regional Health Commission, November 5,2002.
.See www.stlrhcorg.
%iis waiver was an addendum to an existing Missouri 1115 waiver. The RHC will receive
hmding until March 2004, when it will be required to reapply.
%.J.C. Health Care; St. John's Mercy Health Care; Sisters of Mercy Health Systems-St. Louis;
Tenet Health Care St. Louis; St. Anthony's Medical Center; and St. Luke's Hospital.
17
^'St. Louis Regional Health Commission, "Workplan," p. 6.
l^Interview with Robert Fruend, CEO, Regional Health Commission, November 5,2002.
l%f, Uuis Post-Dispatch, July 5,2002, available at http://Web.lexis-nexis.com/universe
(accessed January 13,2002).
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unimured and underinsured in St. Louis. Moreover, there is no guarantee tiiat
the proposed structure will endure, as the RHC is designed to be an interim step
to longer-term health care system integration. Nevertheless, the RHC provides
valuable lessons for policymakers seeking governance structures that reinforce
accountability in the plaiming, coordination, and monitoring of the indigent-care
system, A central coordinating body like the RHC could facilitate the bringing
fogether of interdependent provider groups to offer indigent-care service tiiat
are more efficient and cost-effective.

Johns Hopkins Medicine
Given the growing trend of municipalities selling tiieir public hospitals
(Bovbjerg, Marsteller, and UUman, 2aX); Friedman, 1997), there are few examples
of successful county-owned academic medical centers. Thus we turned to the
private sector for governance models of complex medical centers, Johns Hopkins
Medicine 0HM)2O is a unique example of interorgatuzation cooperation and
coordination that fe implemented through a university, JHM is an umbrella
organization that encompasses the Johns Hopkins Health Care System gHHCS),
the Johm Hopkins Hospital 0HH), and two associated hospitals, Johns Hopkins
Bayview Medical Center 0HBMC) and Howard County General Hospital
(HCGH). Each subsidiary organization has its own board, and some officers
serve on more tiian one board. For example, the chairman of the JHM board also
serves as the chairman of the JHH and JHHCS boards, JHH and JHHCS share
the same president and several corporate officers.21 The boards of JHM, JHH,
and JHHCS ako share some of the same officers—one of the vice chairmen for
JHM is also a vice chairman of JHH, and the president of JHM serves as an ex
(fficio vice chairman of the JHHCS. The two associated hospitals have their own
boards of directors, but there is some overlap of members. For example, one of
the vice chairmen of JHM is a vice chairman of the JHBMC. Similarly, the
chairman of the board of HCGH serves as an ex qfficio member of the JHM board.
The interlocking boards show cormistency with the principles of governance
disotesed in Chapter 3 of this report. The three principal Johns Hopkins facilities
0HM, JHHCS, and JKEH) have the same board chairman, which allows
consistency of communication across organizations at the board level. The
president of JHM is an ex officio member of the boards of JHHCS and JHH, again
Institutional information is available at http://www.hopkinsmedidne.org.
Spedflcally, the two organizations share vice presidents for corporate services, planning and
marketing, facilities, human resources, general coimsel, operations integration, and management
information systems.
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supporting comnumication among the organizations. However, importantly, the
boards of the physical entities 0HHCS, JHH, JHBMC, and HCGH) all have 15 or
fewer members, which enables them to work efficiently.
While this example presents the interrelatiorahips among organizations
associated principally through a university connection, there are some general
observations to be made. First, tiie boards of directors of the various physical
organizations are fairly small, having 15 or fewer members. Second, functionally
related organizatior^ have one or two overlapping members. Third, while the
board of the imibrella organization is too large,22 according to the
recommendations of Carver or Pointer and Orlikoff, the executive committee has
17 members and in all likelihood function as the primary cormection between
the board and the president/CEO.

Summary
Tlte Health Care District of Pahn Beach County operates a managed cai«
program for indigent coimty residente in which flie dollare follow the patient and
which allows for good accountability of services and public expenditures. The
St, Louis RHC exemplifies an innovative governance stracture for coordinating
care for the uninsured and for dkpersing TOH funds that provides opportunities
for input from owners, stakeholder, and the community in general. Finally,
Johns Hopkins Medicine features well-structured governance boards for a
complex academic medical center and affiliated institutions.
None of these governance structures is necessarily replicable in Miami-Dade
County. However, policymakeis and public officials in Miami-Dade can draw on
the examples during their deliberations about the design and operation of an
integrated model for health care services for the urunsured. In the following
chapter, we turn to indigent health care in Miami-Dade and the related
governance diallenges.
^^The JHM Board of Directore has 52 members.
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5. Miami-Dade County Public Health
Trust
The Miami-Dade County Public Health Trust (PHT) currently has a $1,3 biUion
annual operating budget with which it operates a complex of health care services
ii^titutions ranging from primary-care clinics to secondary- and tertiary-care
facilities;! long-term-care nursing and correctional health fadlitira; and maiwged
care programs through the Jackson Healtii Plan. As the county governmentowned health system in Miami-Dade, the PHT provides fhe majority of hospital
care to the county's nearly half-million iminsured residente. The principal
hospital in the system, Jackson Memorial Hospital OMH), in partnerehip with the
University of Miami, is one of the largest academic medical centers in the nation.
For some specialties, the hospital ranks among the nation's top 25 institutions.^
Before looking at fhe current governance structure of the PHT and assessing it in
terms of the governance principles outlined in Chapter 3, we present a brief
history of tihe organization since its inception in 1973. Much of this discmsion
draws on our earlier report. Hospital Care for the Uninsured in Miami-Dade County:
Hospital finance and Patient Travel Patterns 0ackson et al, 2002).

History of the PHT
Before the Half-Penny Surtax
The PHT was created in 1973 by tte Miami-Dade Board of County
Commtesioners (BCC) to govern JMH, the county's government-owned hospital.
The PHT's authority was described in County Ordinance 73-69:^
Primary care is oriented toward the daily, routine needs of patients (such as initial diagnosis
and continuing treatment of common illnesses) and is provided in outpatient facilities. Secondary
care includes "routine" hospitalization and specialized outpatient care. Tertiary care includes the
most complex services (such as open heart surgery, bum treatment, and transplantation) and is
provided in inpatient hospital facilities.
For example, JMH is one of the top 25 hospitals in the nation in treating eye disorders; one of
the top 25 in pediatrics; and one of the second 25 in ^necology and treatment of kidney disease, earnose-throat disorders, and digestive disorders (2000 U.S. News and World Report hospital rankings,
February 9,2001, update, available at http://www.usnews.com/usnews/nycu/health).
%ection 9 of Ordinance 73-69 was adopted July m, 1973, and codified as Chapter 25A, Public
Health Trust, of the Miami-Dade County Code.
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The board of trustees shall have the powers, duties and i«sponsibilities
customarily vested in trustees and, to the extent consistent therewith, shall
also have the powers, duties and responsibEities customarily vested in the
board of directors of a private corporation.
From its inception, the PHT was given the governance role for JMH akin to that
of any corporate board of directors.
The PHT was (and still is) accountable to tte BCC and, by extei^ion, to the
county populace. Initially, the BCC was involved in the selection of PHT
trustees, with trmtee nominations made by the Health Systems Agency (IKA),
Three nominees for each vacancy were forwarded to the BCC, permitting choice
in their selection. This process has changed, as discussed below.
The hospital was also accountable for the amount of charity care provided.
Hospital management submitted to the cotmty management detailed billing
statemente for all indigent-care patients treated at the facility. While the coimty
often did not reimburse the hospital fully for the care provided, there was a dear
link between the care provided an indigent patient and the public dollars used to
pay for that care.

The Half-Penny Surtax
The late 1980s and early 19Ws were particularly difficult years for the hospital
industry. The growth of health maintenance organizations, competition among
hospitals, and the increasing nimiber of uninsured caused many hospitals to run
into financial difficulty. To alleviate some of the financial stresses associated
witi\ uncompensated care, the state of Florida in 1991 passed legislation
permitting local taxing districts to hold referenda for approval of tax levies to
finance health care for the indigent.* The 1991 Florida Surtax Statute required
counties to continue to fund coimty hospitals to the extent of at least 80 percent
of the prior coimty funding, in addition to any surtax levied. This support was
labeled the maintenance-of-effort (MOE) requirement.
In September 1991, Dade County voters approved a sales surtax of 0.5 percent,
the proceeds of which were earmarked "for the operation, maintenance and
administration of Jackson Memorial Hospital to improve health care services.''^
*rifle XIV, Taxation and Finance, Chapter 212, Tax on Sales, Use and Other Transactions. For
Miami-Dade, the law assigned surtax revenues to the sole public hospital, without restricting the
revenues to the provision of care to the indigent. The surtaxes applying to other large counties and to
small counties were designated for indigent care, not for the local county hospital.
^Language from the referendum ballot.
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At the time the tax was initiated, JMH was operating at a loss. The infusion of
funds helped stabilize the hospital's finances and expand the role of the PHT,
With the infusion of funds from the surtax, the relationship between the PHT and
the BCC changed. First, the PHT no longer reported detailed claims for indigent
patiente to the BCC. We do not have a traiwcript of the discussion, but we
assume that the BCC funding that provided MOE support and surtax revenues
acted as a block grant to the hospital to cover these coste. Second, rather than
having some health care facilities directly tmder the BCC, the BCC moved
correctional health and two long-term-care nursing facilities into the PHT
budget. Third, in the expansion of the PHT's role, tiie BCC expected that the
PHT would be responsible for oversight of the planning for health care services
for the entire county. This new role is articulated in Article m, amended
purposes (a) and (c). Specifically,
The ptirpose(s) of the Trust shall also include:
(a) Participation in activities designed to promote the general health of
the community;
(b) Fulfillment of the objectives set forth by the Commission in flie Trust
Ordinance and compliance with County-wide health care delivery
policies which have been or may be established by the Commission.
While the majority of PHT facilities were located in the urban areas of Miami, the
PHT was expected to provide care to any coimty resident who did not, for
whatever reason, have access to health care services. The BCC's mandate to tiie
PHT required it to consider expansion of publicly supported services into
heretofore less-served areas. The BCC also expanded the PHT's board from 15 to
21 voting members. To provide diversity and inclusiveness, the BCC required
that the 21 members reflect various prof^siom or segments of the Miami-Dade
conmiunity.*
While tte surtax accomplfehed ihe goal of providing additional funtk to JMH,
thereby enabling continuation of its role as the county's public hospital, JMH was
not the only health care provider serving tte uninsured. By 1993-1994, other
hospitals in the Miami-Dade County area that cared for the indigent began to

°No more than two members from law, banking and finance, public accounting, corporate
management, education and business; one each with public health and professional nursing
expertise; one from the University of Miami Board of Trustees; one officer of the Miami-Dade Medical
Association; one governing board member from a local nonprofit hospital; one governing board
member of a local, private nonprofit primaiy-care center; three members among the indigent users or
organizations serving the indigent population; and one member from the disabled community. These
requirements have since been eliminated.
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voice concerns that they deserved a share of ttie surtax revenue/ These other
facilities argued that they were more cost-effective than JMH and, because of
their geographic location, would allow patiente to receive care closer to their
homes (Guber, 1993),
There has been considerable controversy surrounding the original intent of the
surtax and, in particular, the governance of the funds provided by it. Two main
assertions are that (1) the administration, planning, and evaluation of the surtax
funds' use should be accomplished by an independent board, i,e., one that is not
connected to a provider of services, as is the case with the PHT and JMH; and (2)
many uninsured persons live substantial distances from P^H but must travel to
JMH for their hospital care, bypassing mmierous other hospitals. We address
each of these assertions below.
An Independent Body for Planning and Evaluation. At fhe same time the
surtax was passed, an indigent health care task force was convened to consider
the health care needs of the uninsured. This task force recommended in 1992
that, among other things, the county "ratablish an independent board that would
plan, control financing and monitor the indigent health care system/'^ However,
when the Miami-Dade Coimty Health Policy Authority (HPA) was created in
1995 (Maml-Dade County Ordinance 95-71), it was required to advise the BCC
through the PHT (Hoo-you, 2000)—i.e„ all HPA recommendations and reporte to
guide BCC policy had to go through the PHT for review before being submitted
to the BCC for approval. This even included any plans the HPA might
recommend for incentive programs "to encourage private providers to provide
imcomper^ated health care services to the indigent residente of Miami-Dade
County" (Miami-Dade County Ordinance 95-71, Article LXVI, Section 2-436),
In addition to this reporting structure, one-third of the HPA's board members are
ako PHT board members. This lack of independence created "a perception that
the Trust was filtering reporte and not moving forward on reporte submitted by
the Authority."^ The PHT later moved to rectify this by passing a resolution
requesting that the HPA simultaneously submit all reporte to the PHT and to the
BCC, However, the PHT retained the authority to request that the reporte
become items on the BCC agenda where tiiey are acted upon.
Several attempte have been made over the past few years to revise the ordinance
of fee HPA, to make it a fully independent entity, accountable to the BCC, that

2001.

Nancy Ancrum, member of the editing board of the Miami Herald, personal communication,
%eport of the Dade County Indigent Health Care Task Force, 1992.
%HT Board of Trustees meeting minutes, December 14,2000
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could plan and evaluate indigent health care across (he county. One
recommendation for change was made by Commissioner Barreiro, who proposed
an HPA ordinance revision that would make the HPA report directly to the BCC
and would reconfigure its board to make it more independent of the PHT (Hooyou, 2000). In addition to changing the reporting mechanism for the HPA,
Barreiro's proposal would have formally created dialogue between the HPA and
the PHT regarding health care planning in the county. However, to date, flie
HPA remaiiK inextricably linked to tiie PHT and therefore cannot independently
develop health care policy for the county.
Geographic Access to Care. The surtax funds are allocated to the PHT, which
has ite major hospital facility in tiie northeastern, more-urban area of MiamiDade County. Most of the other hospitals in tte county are also located in the
densely populated northeastern area, leaving the western and southern areas
with fewer facilities providing care for the imii^ured and, until very recently, no
other hospital funded with surtax dollare.W The centralization of publidy
funded hospital facilities has led to disparities in geographic access to hospital
care between the unimured and the imured 0ackson et al., 2002) and is a
continuing cause for concern among some activists and policymakers.
Partly in response to these concerns, the Florida LegMature, on May 5,2000,
amended the Florida Surtax Statute to mal<e it possible for providers other than
the county hospital, P4H, to receive coxmty funding for indigent health care (the
Florida Surtax Amendn^nt). Known as the Lacasa Bill (HB71,2(XX)), this
amendment proposed to divert up to 25 percent of ttie county's MOE funding to
a special fund, to be admirmtered by a board independent from that which runs
the county public hospital, so that all eligible hospitals within tiie county could
make claims against this fund for reimbursement in proportion to the
imcompensated care they provided. This amendment wotdd have transformed
tiie Miami-Dade Coxmty system into one in which some of tiie dollars followed
the patient. However, on Sqjtember 19,2000, the Miami-Dade BCC declared
through Ordinance 00-111 that this amendment violated Miami-Dade County's
Home Rule Charter and refused to comply with it. As a result, several hospitals
filed a lawsuit on February 8,2(K)1, to require the coimty to implement the Surtax
Amendment (and thereby remit the required funds to an independent authority
to fund a plan for indigent health care services). The lawsuit was dismissed
without prejudice on July 24,2(X)1. The private hospitals filed an amended
complaint on September 26,2(X)1, which has also since been dismissed.
"The Public Health Trast purchase of Deering Hospital, subsequently renamed Jackson South
Community Hospital, added a fadlity in South Dade. We discuss this in more detail later.
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Concern about access to hospital care by the indigent in Soufli Dade arguably
moved the PHT to action." As early as 1998,12 the PHT entered into negotiations
with HCA-Columbia for the purchase of Deering Hospital, a community
hospital in South Dade. In 2(XX), negotiation with Deering were stalled, and
Homestead Hospital, a major provider of charity care in South Dade, approached
the PHT and asked it to take over Homestead's operation, aEowing the infusion
of surtax funds to offset losses from the increasing indigent population in the
area. Negotiations went on for several months but eventually ended when the
PHT and Baptist Health South Florida, Homestead's parent corporation, could
not find a mutually satisfactory solution. Baptist was wiUing to have the PHT
operate Homestead Hospital, but it wanted to retain ownership.
When negotiations with Baptist/Homestead fell through, the PHT looked again
to Deering Hospital, which it purchased in June 2(X)1, renaming it Jackson South
Community Hospital 0SCH) (McNair, 2a)l).l3 Under the PHT's umbrella, JXH
coidd benefit from ite association with JMH and abo have access to surtax
dollars. Coincidentally, negotiations with E)eering's parent company, HCA, were
undoubtedly eased, as HCA agreed to sell the hospital as part of a settlement of
federal fraud charges.
M sum, through the 1990s, the Miami-Dade County PHT grew, and its board of
trustees assumed responsibility not only for governing the operation of an
increasing niraiber of facilities, but also for developing policies and means to
provide health care to the county's indigent residents. This dual mfesion made
certain activities difficult. Reflecting on the Homestead and Eteering
negotiatioiB, some people questioned whether the PHT could work with other
health care providere to provide care to al county residente, particidarly the
uninsured (Dorschner, 2002; Garwood, 2002).

The Current Situation
The Mayor's Health Care Access Task Force
Seeking direction and solutions to the problem of the uninsured, Miami-Dade
Coimty Mayor Alex Pendas created a health care access task force in February
Our earlier report showed that South Dade has a large uninsured population, many of whom
travel from South Dade to JMH for their care, often bypassing closer hospitals.
l^As indicated in the PHT Board of Trustees meeting minutes, June 11,1998.
JSCH is 20 miles south of JMH, providing geographically d<Me access to care for uninsured
persons Uving in the rural area of South Dade. The Jackson Health System Strategic Plan (Lewin,
2001) estimates that JSCH will free up 24 beds at jmi, as patients from South Dade will travel to
JSCH rather than to JMH.
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2(W2 to examine the county's health care system. The task force was directed
specifically to look at options for expanding health insurance coverage to the
working unii^ured, to identify ways to improve the existing deliveiy system and
resources, to explore coverage alternatives, and to examine issues of governance,
planning, and organization. The task force created subcommittees to address
these four issues and was scheduled to make final recommendations in March
2003.

Current PHT Reporting Structure
The PHT is accountable to the Miami-Dade BCC and, by extension, to the
residents of the coimty. The PHT reporting structure is shown in Figure 5.1.
The BCC created the Health Policy Authority to conduct health policy planning.
The HPA, in turn, contracts with other nonprofit agencies such as the Health
Council of South Florida to produce analyses and reporte. Some would argue,
however, that the true role of the HPA is undear (and "compromised" (Hoo-you,
2000)), as ite recommendatiom are considered by the PHT before they are passed
on to the BCC. To further complicate the process, bofii the HPA and tihe PHT are
required by ordinance to confer with each other in the development of a single,
countywide five-year strategic plan.

Miaml-Dade County Board
of County Commissioners
Miami-Dade County Healtli
Policy Authority

Miami-Dade County
Government

Miaml-Dade County
Public Health Trust

Jackson Memorial Hospital

Jackson South Community
Hospital
Figure 5.1—Current Reporting Structure of the Public Health Trust and
Health Policy Authority
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Current PHT Governance Structure
Candidates for the PHT board are nominated by a council appointed by the
mayor, and the nominatioiK are ratified by the BCC Trustees serve three-year
terms that can be renewed three times, for a total of nine years. Tenm of
individual triKtees are staggered to aEow for continuity. Trustees may be
removed by a majority vote of the BCC. Tte current PHT board consists of 21
voting members and eight ex offlcio nonvoting members (three county
commissioners, the county manager or his or her designee, tiie president of the
PHT, the senior vice president for medical affairs at the University of Miami, the
president of tiie JMH medical staff, and the dean of the University of Miami
School of Medicine). Thus, the PHT board has a total of 29 members.i4
The PHT conducte business under bylaws that specify respoiwibillties and
structure. These bylaws follow a traditional structure and adhere, for the most
part, to the principles outlined in Chapter 3,15 ij^gy ^^^ ^ modified by the
board itself, with approval by the BCC following. They have been modified 25
times since 1973. The BCC can also modify the PHT's role tiirough ite ordinancewriting authorify.
Over time, the bylaws have been made more specific as issues have arisen. For
example, in 1999, the bylaw committee added a limitation on the number of
consecutive yeaiB an external auditor may be vmed-l^ Missing, however, is the
clear articulation of board policy and active monitoring. This long-standing lack
of action has, unfortunately, created problems.

A Critical Look at PHT Governance
ThiK far, we have identified two important problems in the current governance
structure of tiie PHT that have contributed to a decline in the public's trust of the
system: (1) the dual role of the PHT creates an inherent potential for conflict of
interest, and (2) the transparency and accountability in the actions of the PHT
and the way the surtax funds are med have deteriorated.
In addition to these two broad issues, our analysfe of the governance of the PHT
identified some specific areas where changes should be considered. Some
examples of missed opportimities for board action and ambiguify in tiie bylaws
*IWs composition of the boanJ differs from the previous structure, in which the 21 voting
trastee positions were designated by specific demographic characteristics. The BCC recently
eliminated the population-segment-spedflc rules for board membership.
•'^Most recent revision of the bylaws, dated February 2,1999.
l^ArUcle VHI, Section (2)(b)(ll).
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are disclosed below. These examples do not coratitute a complete catalog of
fesues; rather, they are meant to be illustrative.

Missed Opportunities for Board Action
CEO. The board has the aulhority to appoint, evaluate the performance of, set
compensation and benefits for, and, if necessary, remove the president of the
PHT. Unfortunately, the board has not been performing these important
functions. Information revealed during tite events surrounding the resignation
of PHT President Ira Qark in November 2002 indicated that the board had not
conducted a performance review of the CEO for several years, nor had it
reviewed his salary for the previous five years. Without such an evaluation. It is
undear how the PHT was able to effectively monitor the organization for which
it is responsible.
As stated in the bylaws, the compensation committee, which is responsible for
making recommendations to the board concerning CEO compensation, is
effectively a subcommittee of the executive committee, ^^ The bylaws provide no
provMon for an explicit connection between CEO performance and
compensation. Moreover, the compensation committee structure makes it
vulnerable to political coi«ideratior«. The seven voting members of the
committee include the mayor or his or her commissioner-designate and a
commissioner appointed by the mayor. Unlike the bylaws specifying other
coirrauttee membership, those concerning the compensation committee do not
specify that the commissioners who are members need to be board members as
well.
Board Member Tenure. The bylaws are dear with respect to the lengtti and
niunber of tenm an individual member can serve. However, there appears to be
no rigorous monitoring of or appredation for the benefit of board turnover.
Recentiy, the member who hdd the seat designated for the University of Miami
resigned after having served 12 years on the board. While it is important to have
continuity in board membership, excessively long tenure can breed familiarity
that ultimately diminishes objective oversight.
Board Member Attendance. The bylaws state that members must not have more
than three unexcused absences from regular board meetings or three unexcused
absences from committee n^etin^. A two-thirds vote of the board is required
for a member who misses five board or committee meetings to remain on the

17ArtideVin,SecUon(5).
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board. A review of the minutes for the past several years revealed that in both
1998 and 1999, two board members had five absences, yet one of them was
reappointed the following year. There is no evidence in the board minutes that
the members with absenres exceeding stated thr^holds were acknowledged, nor
is there evidence of board action to retain members with excessive absences,
although such action is required by the bylaws.
Currently, the minutes include individual meeting attendance, but there is no
dfetinction between excused and imexcused absences, as required by the
bylaws,i8 nor is there any cumulative reporting of absences to alert the board to
potential probleir«.
Committee minutes presented in PHT board meeting agenda packets abo show
that there were nimierous times when quorums were not reached. The PHT
attendance problem was discussed by the BCC's Health, Public Safety, and
Human Services Committee on May 15,20)2. It was proposed that dfelnterested
members be replaced with competent, qualified individuab, but action was
deferred when one commissioner questioned tte ethnic and gender composition
of the board and requested that a report be provided to the BCC.!'
Follow-Through on Board Requests. The minutes reveal that tiiere is no
consistent reporting of follow-through on board requeste to management.
Without such follow-through, it is difficult for the board to hold management
accountable. A retrospective study of minutes showed that board members have
frequently posed the question, "Whatever happened to [a partioilar fesue]?"—
suggesting that tiiere was no follow-through or closure,
Anotiter example of apparent lack of board follow-through with management is
the perennial request by the county's Office of tiie h^pector General (OIG) to
have an office at the PHT from which to conduct business. The minutes
document the general lack of space at the medical complex, but they also
document tiiat retail space has become available from time to time. The minutes
do not reflect any discussion of the costs and benefite of using such available
space for auditors, nor do they directly address the board's policy or
managemenfs actions concerning the OIG's concern about internal control
procedures at the PHT. Indeed, tiiwre has been resistance on tiie part of the board
to address this issue.
■|Q

A board discussion on September 10,1»8, resulted in requiring membere to provide a written
request for an excused absence 10 days in advance of a meeting. However, since that date, no
unexcused absences have been noted in the minutes.
^'Miami-Dade Legislative Item File Number 021067.
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To facilitate tracking board member requests, the board could adopt a
comprehensive calendar of board meetings and committee and subcommittee
meetings with such requests appropriately annotated. Moreover, such a calendar
would provide board members and the public the opportunity to become further
informed. A review of the committee minutes as distributed in the agenda
packet indicates that there are numeroiB opportunities for board member
education when staff present overviews of programs to committee members.
Notification of scheduled meetinp would provide the opportunity for others to
become familiar witii tte organization.

Ambiguity in the Bylaws
Board Orientation and Self-Evaluation. The PHT is rraponsible for orienting,
educating, and periodically evaluating tiie board and its membeiB. Particular
attention has been paid to the fesues of quality of care and quality assurance, but
there appear to be few opportunities for additional board member training on
governance issues. Moreover, the bylaws do not include specific requirements
for board retreate, nor do they give the board chairman the authority to influence
the content of the educational material provided to board members. The bylaws
should be revised to give the board more control over ite work, orientation,
education, and training.
Composition of the Board of Tnwtees and Potential Conflicts of Interest The
PHT is a public aitity, yet a significant number of board members are from the
University of Miami, a private institution that provides the medical staff to the
PHT's hospitals and fe thus a customer of the PHT, Specifically, one voting
member seat on tte board is reserved for a University of Miami trmtee, and the
dean of the University of Miami School of Medicine is a nonvoting, ex offlcio
member. Nonvoting, ex offido positions are also reserved for the senior vice
president of medical affairs and the president of the PHT medical staff. If either
of these individuals has University of Miami connections, the potential for
influence is considerable. The business relationship between the PHT and the
imiversity should be specified through the annual agreement that serves as a
contract between the two entities, rather than through any possible influence on
the PHT board.
As dfecmsed in Chapter 3, board membere have the dear responsibility to
consider the needs and wishes of owners and stakeholders and to make decisions
that are best for the organization. When stakeholders are also customer, there is
the potential for conflict of interest in making those decisions. Moreover, it has
recenfly been revealed that the agreement between the PHT and the University of
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Miami has never been audited. Even in the absence of trae conflict of interest,
the lack of transparency in the relationship erodes public trust.
Committees and Subcommittees of the PHT. A number of standing committees
of the PHT are specified by the bylaws. These include the executive committee,
the iiscal affairs committee, the joint conference committee, the program
planning and primary-care committee, the facilities development committee, and
the personnel and labor relations committee. In addition, the committee
structure includes an officere nominating committee, a quality improvement
committee, a compemation committee, and a strategic planning committee. In
contrast to the recommmdatioi« of Carver (2002) and Pointer and Orlikoff (1999,
2(X)2a,b), the bylaw descriptions of some standing committees are ambiguous as
to the distinction between board policymaking and oversight authority and
management activity. This ambiguity can potentially cause problems if
management staff feel compelled to report to board committees rather than to the
CEO.
Became the committee structure is set explicitly in the bylaws, there fe little
incentive for the board to review its committee structure to determine what
committees should be convened to address the issu^ that must be cor^idered in
the upcoming time period. As previously suggested, it is important that a board
thoughtftilly consider the work that needs to be doiw and the b^t way to do it.
While tte bylaws give the chairman tiie authority to create special committees^"
and have them ratified by the board,2l ihere appears to be no way for the board
to disband a committee specified in the bylaws when it is no longer necessary.
PUT Progress Toward Better Governance
Many of the observations that we have made regarding shortcoming in the
governance of tiie PHT have been noted before. Numerous efforte to effect
change from outside the PHT have failed, and recommendatior^ have met with
resistance or have fallen on deaf ears. Recently resigned PHT Chairman Michael
Kosnitzky tnade a concerted effort in his short tenure to move the PHT to better
governance. Perhaps he made his push for reform too quickly, and not all board
members were committed to his suggested changes. Therefore, his tenure as
chairman was cut short by a vote of the board. The new chair will have to work
to achieve consensus and resolve to continue moving the PHT to active
governing rather than passive monitoring.
^Article Vni, SecUon (l){eKf).
21Article VIH, Section (IKi).
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Summary
At its inception, the PHT was responsible for governing only one institution,
JMH. Today, some M years later, it is responsible for a countywide system of
facilities for the indigent, as well as for planning, delivering care, and evaluating
access countywide. However, its governance structure has remained largely the
same: The same board has oversight over tte coimty-owned health care facilities
and over the development and monitoring of countywide health care policy. As
additional responsibilities have been given to the PHT by the BCC, ite bylaws
have been modified. However, the modificatioiK have introduced ambiguity,
potential conflicts of interest, and the potential for political iirfluence. Moreover,
recent history has shown numerom instances where tiie board has not acted in
accordance with its bylaws, Thk lack of action undermiiws accoimtability and
transparency, eroding public trust,
Commuiuty-led efforts to separate the planning, financing, and evaluating of
indigent care from the delivery of services have had mixed resulte. The
ordinance creating the HFA and its resulting governance structure have
prevented it from acting as a fully independent planning body, and efforts to
revise the ordinance to make the HFA fully independent have been unsuccessful.
State legMation to create an independent board to administer a portion of the
PHT's MOE funds for cotmtywide indigent care was blocked by local county
conmmsioners and was ultimately found by the court to be in violation of
Florida's Home Rule Charter. The fact that the mayor's health care task force,
convened in 2002, identified governance, planning, and organization as a priority
demonstrates that tiie issue remains of considerable concern to local providers,
activists, and policymakers.
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6. Discussion and Conclusions
The PHT clearly sees ite role as that of a public provider of health care services. It
is responsible for oversight of the medical complex comprising Jackson Memorial
Hospital (JMH), Jackson South Community Hospital 0SCH), associated clinics,
and other care facilities, and it has an operating budget of more than $1 billion.
In addition, it has the responsibility for planning for the health care needs of the
entire county's indigent population. Thus, if we ask. What is the PHT
governing?, the answer is the dual mission of service provision and countywide
planning—^a situation that inherently introduces a conflict of interest: Is the best
governance structure for tiie PHT the best governance structure for an
organization responsible for healtii care policy planning for tiie entire coimty?
The answer to the question. For whom is the PHT governing?, is equally
problematic. Under ite current governance structure, the PHT reports to the
BCC, But reviews of BCC and PHT minutes suggest long-standing
communication and reporting problems between the two bodies. Indeed,
members of the BCC have commented that they did not feel the PHT was
sufficiently accountable to them,l If the PHT is not held accountable to the BCC,
can the public find the PHT accountable?
These issues, while problematic, do not diminish the significant contributions the
PHT has made to the residents of Mami-Dade Coimty. JMH k world-renowned
and well respected. It holds a very important position in Miami-Dade County, as
a health care provider and also as a major employer. However, because the
health services delivery component of tite PHT has grown considerably in the
past decade, this function should now have ite own dtecrete govemarure
structure.
Under the current ordinance structure, two public entities are involved in
publicly funded health care issues, the PHT and the HPA, The PHT's interent
conflict of interest is a compelling reason to move all policy development and
analysis from the PHT to the HPA, In making this change, the respective
missiom of the PHT and the HPA woidd become clearer and there woidd be no
^The BCC met in a workshop on May 5,2001, to discuss Commissioner Moss's recommended
amendments to the PHT ordinance for improved governance, to include "the preparation of any
report requested by the Coirunission to be delivered within 30 days of such request; and presentation
of quarterly financial reports to the Commission" (Miami-Dade Legislative Item File Number 010129).
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conflict of interest. Indeed, such a change would allow the PHT to connect more
directly with ite owners and stakeholders. Similarly, ttie HPA could connect
with the county's populace to ascertain the broader perspective needed for
countywide policy and planning.
In the remainder of this chapter, we present our recommendatiorw for separating
service provision and coxmtywide policy and planning. Our recommendations
are informed by what we learned about governance structures elsewhere. The
system adopted by Palm Beach County, where the dollar follows the patient,
facilitates accountability by enabling the HCD to report the numbers of persons
served, the types of services they received, etc. The governance structure for
plaiming and policy in St, Louis provides opportimity for community input.
And we learned from examining ]ohm Hopkins Medicine that complex
organizations may find it useful to coi«ider decentralizing governance. We
incorporate each of these lessons in our recommendations.
Admittedly, implementing some of tite recommendatior« would require
fundamental change, but legislative language is akeady in place tiiat would
allow for implementation of most of them. Some recommendations relate to
administrative matters that would improve the transparency and accoimtability
of both the PHT and the HPA, The ultimate decision about whether or not to
accept and implement the recommendatior« rests with the mayor, the BCC, and
Miami-Dade County residents. Collectively, they must dedde how they want
their local government to plan for tte county's health care needs, how the public
funds dedicated to health care should be spent, and how to make the health care
system more accountable and transparent in discharging its responsibilities to the
public.

Recommendations Requiring Fundamental Change
Our primary recommendation is that the county policymaking role be separated
from the service provMon role; both are currently under the governance of the
Miami-Dade County PHT. We recommend that the countywide health care
policy component be reaHgned and renamed the Health Policy Trust (HPT) to
reflect its new countywide mission and responsibility. Because the PHT has
become synonymom with the Jadbon Health System, we recommend that the
governing body for tte Jackson Health System and JMH be named the Board of
Trmtees, Jackson Health System (BTJHS). We offer these names as mere
suggestions, but we do recomtrwnd the change of names to darify purpose and
to signify that a change has occurred. Our proposed structure is illustrated in
Figure 6,1,
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Figure 6.1—Recommended Governance Structure for Miami-Dade Coun^ Health Care
Policy and Provision
IWs is a propitious time to make these change. The president of the PHT, Ira
Clark, was asked to resign in November 2002 (after this report was requested and
Mayor Penelas convened the health care task force). Then, in December 2002,
PHT Chairman Michael Kosnitzky announced his resignation effective April'
2003. He was subsequently voted out in February 2003. Both resignations put
the PHT dearly in a transition that presents opportunity for change. Ihis
opportunity was succinctly summarized by the mayor when he wrote to the
PHT:
Moreover, it is critical that the responsibiUties of the new President be
clearly defined Wheflter the new President wiU be in charge of the
County's entire health care system or of operating Jackson Memorial
Hospital, or both, is a basic policy issue. These are among the prevailing
health care issues currently being discussed by the members of Mayor's
Health Care Access Task Force. The timing for this community debate
could not be more appropriate but it must occur before flie search process
comes to a conclusion [emphasis added]. (Penelas, 2)02)
Effecting this change requires changes in structures as wdl as processes. In the
following, we discuss recommendations for change in the various governing
bodies.
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The Miami-Dade County Board of Commissioners
The BCC has legal oversight of the PHT and the HPA, but it is dear that this
oversight has not been executed effectively. We recommend that the BCC
cor^ider carefully whether or not it needs to have oversight of ttie new HPT and
theBTJIB.
If tte BCC is to continue exercising oversight, then it is incumbent upon it to
require tiiat the governing bodies it oversees make regular, formal presentations
and/or reporte. These reports should provide accountability and transparency,
documenting statistics that relate to services and processes comtetent with the
respective mfesions of the institutioiK. Working with the governing boarck, the
BCC can design effective reporting nwchanisms that are not duplicative and that
provide the necessary information to permit effective oversight.
The mayor and the BCC should carefully consider ways to keep tiie HPT and
BIJHS apolitical and focused on their respective missions. Any undercurrent of
political influence contributes to the detriment of transparency and hence
reduces public trmt in these important public institutions.
However, it can be argued that the BCC need not continue to oversee ttese
activities directly; ratter, the HPT and the BTJHS could be independent bodies.
Each could report to the BCC in an advisory maimer, providing the opportunity
for the public to be informed. The BCC could continue its role in selecting board
members, but we suggest that selection follow explicit guidelines to maintain
boards with diverse experiences and skills sets. This would support
trai^parency, accountability, and local input—all features of good governance.
The Board of Trustees, Jackson Health System
The BTJIB would govern all of the various health services facilities titat are part
of the county-owned integrated system. Because tiie system is very large, the
BTJHS should coiwider creating a decentralized governance structure for its
subsidiary organizations, i.e., JMH, JSCH, and the Jackson Heath Plan. Tte
varioxK boards could have interconnected membership as required, although,
adhering to the principles of the policy governance model, the number of
members in common should be limited to two or fewer.
Regardless of whether a centralized or decentralized governance structure m
established, we recommend that the size of the board be reduced to permit more
effective governance. Ideally, the board should have nine to 19 members, and ite
composition should be carefully determined to avoid potential conflicte of
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interKt. The number of inside board members should be limited, coi^istent with
the principle that no more than 25 percent of the board should be insider or ex
officio members. Organizations that have both common and vested interests,
such as the University of Miami, should not have voting representatives on the
board. The imiversity could communicate with the new governing board
through the aimual negotiation of ttveir shared services agreement. This
relationship would more clearly define the rote of the board, management,
stakeholders, and customers. As such, the shared services agreement could be
structured to provide more transparency and accountability, and it should be
audited periodically.
As the Jackson Health System moves forward, its new board will ako have to
consider once again the question of governance for whom. As discussed in ite
strategic plan, JMH requires, for its financial viability, that it provide care to both
the indigent and the insured, both publicly and privately. The board will need to
clearly specify performance goak to ensure that tiiere is no competition for
resources that diminishes appropriate treatment and service for either customer
group.

The Health Policy Trust
We recommend that fee HPT be Miami-Dade Coimty's principal health
policymaking body, communicating directly witii tiie Mami-Dade County BCC
in making policy and implementing recommendations. This new reporting
relatiorKhip would require modification of the ordinance. However, our reading
of the record suggests that these changes are consistent with the original intent.
As part of its mission, the HPT should elicit input from the community. One
effective way to generate public visibility is to hold regularly scheduled town
hall meetings where different groups in the coimty can present their health care
needs and priorities. The HPT should develop mechanisms for input that are
culturally appropriate, that are convenient for community members, and that
encourage participation. This input should be considered integral to policy
development.
In sum, with this propped structure, the relationship between planning for and
delivery of services becomes more traiaparent. In developing ite five-year plan
for the county's health care needs, the HPT should cortsider the facilities of tiie
Jackson Health System among the rest of the county's health care resources. This
would enable it to cot^ider opportunities to work with ottter health care
providers to improve access to care for residents and to cor^ider cost and quality
in ite policy calculus. As additional funding for services is made available, the
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HPT would be able to consider cost-effectiveness and quality in its negotiations
with providers in a way that is impossible under the current sole-source
arrangement. If appropriate, the HPT should contract witii provider outeide tte
Jackson Health System to improve access for the uninsured in various parts of
the county.
With thfe new organizational structure, the board of the HPT should be
reconstituted and expanded. Currentiy, three HPA board members are ako PHT
board membere. We suggest that the new board of the HPT have independent
members. As a policymaking body, the board should comprise individuak who
can understand the issues and think broadly and fairly. Moreover, the HPT
should consider the myriad of potential trustees among business leaders, school
administrators, and welfare advocates.

Funding Concerns
Throughout our examination of indigent health care in Mami-Dade County, an
overriding concern has been tiie future fecal viability of the PHT and the Jacteon
Health System. Ihis concern was articulated by the past PHT president
niraieroi» times, especially when anyone raised the issue of collaborating and
sharing the surtax with other hospitals serving the uninsured, Qearly, the
Jacteon Health System will remain a major player in the health care system of the
county and will continue to provide tertiary and trauma care, two activities that
benefit the entire populace, are expensive, and are often regionalized.
Before the HPT can make changes, it will have to take an inventory of the
coimty's health care resources and needs, a task that will undoubtedly require
more staff to provide aiwlysis and interpretation. To work effectively, the HPT
will have to carefully consider various models to engage staff witii the essential
skills for its new mission. Furthermore, the HPT will want to work
collaboratively witti state-funded and other-funded agencies that are already
performing some of this inventorying of resources and needs.
NimwrotK orgaiuzations in Miami-Dade County are involved in health care
policy and plaiming, and many are funded to some degree with cotinty dollars.
For example, in addition to the HPA and tiie PHT, the Health Cotmcil of South
Florida and the Alliance for Hixman Services have ako received funding from the
county to do health planning and related activities. The BCC should cor^ider
consoUdating the health planning activities and associated funding streams of
these and other publicly funded organizations and redirecting the funding and
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activities to the HPT 2 These itmds would provide a start-up alocation for the
HPT in its new role as the primary health planning agency for the county. Of
course, the new HPT may want to contract out for services during a phase-in
period as they develop the knowledge and capacity to perform these activities
and deliver the services outlined. Moreover, in consolidating funding, the
county will have to consider various matching and leveraging opportunities so
that no funding is lost.
Such start-up funds, however, will not be sufficient to carry out ttie planning and
evaluation of countywide health care, nor will they enable the HPT to design
mechanisms to directly fund care for the imiiaured. It has been estimated that
more than $1,3 billion would be needed to provide ii«urance for the 450,(X)0
uninsured coimty residente.^ However, these calculations do not take into
account the amount titat is currentiy being used to provide care to thfe
population by JIB and otter providers. It is thus imclear what additional
funding would actually be required to set up a countywide system that could
serve the indigent with a broader, more geographically dispersed set of
reimbursed providers. Moreover, actually implementing a health plan for the
iminsured goes well beyond a planning role and requires the capacity to allocate
funding, monitor, and evaluate program processes and outcomes.
The HPT would need the commitment of additional funds to effect change in
how and where the uninsured get health care. There are several funding
strategies the coimty might consider. First, it coidd reaUocate existing tax-based
funck to the HPT. This may seem difficult, given the hold that ttie current PHT
has on revenue from the half-penny sales tax and property taxes. However, there
is a precedent for coi^idering the diversion of some of these resources. When the
PHT was coiteidering the implications of the Lacasa Bill (HB71,2(X30), it
approved a resolution that would have diverted some of its MOB fimds to a new,
independent health authority. Specifically, the resolution proposed that the PHT
divert to the new authority $10 million in year 1, $15 million in year 2, and $21.9
million in years 3 through 5.* Miami-Dade County was to provide matching
funds, meaning that in the first five years, the new independent health authority
^By consolidating, we do not mean that these other organizations should cease to exist. We are
recommending, however, that public funds for health care planning activities should be directed to
the county body responsible for this (HPT). Cutting the pie into so many pieces means that no one
agency can do much of anything, and establishing aggregate accountability ifor the totality of funds
and objectives can be challenging..
*rhis estimate is based on the calculation of 450,000 uninsured x $3,000 for a prepaid maiwged
care plan such as the Jackson Health Plan or Trust Care.
Resolution PHT 04/00-051, described in the PHT minutes for April 26,2000.
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would receive more than $180 million. This proposed funding could be directed
to tiie new HPT to provide funding for an indigent-health-care plan (or plans).
In addition to reallocating existing tax ftmding, the HPT and cotmty might
coitsider additional tax-based strategies. For example, they could propose
election measure to assess additional property taxes or an additional half-penny
sales tax to fund the HPT, which could then develop mechanisms to reimburse
more providers of health care services to the uninsured. Specifically, the HPT
could consider creating a system similar to that of Palm Beach Coimty, in which
the dollars follow the patient.
Raising taxes diiring the current economic and political climate may seem
difficult. Yet in Los Angeles County, an area facing significant ffecal challenges,
voters in November 2(X)2 approved a ballot proposition that raised property
taxes three cente per square foot (about $42 for a l,'«X)-square-foot house) to
provide additional funding for emergency rooms and trauma centers. The
proposal passed with weU over the two-thirds majority required and earned
more support than any other measure or candidate in the county (Richardson
and Omstein, 2002).
Finally, to further ils policy development and implementation role, we
recommend that the HPT be given the authority to secure grant and contract
funding (such authority is not explicitly included in the ordinance language).
Much innovation in the health care arena is funded by foundations such as Ae
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and the W. K, Kellogg Foundation and by
federal agencies such as ttie Health Resources and &rvlces Administration.
Being able to access these funding sources would provide additional
opportimities for the HPT. Moreover, the HPT should become a leader in
innovation regarding expai^ions of Medicaid and other federal-state programs.
Such expansions often provide the opportunity to leverage funds through
matching. Building a diverse funding base for tealth care for the iminsured and
imderinsured would provide needed stability for patiente as weE as providers.

Administrative Change Recommendations
We offer several administrative recommendatior« that should improve the
trai^parency and accoimtability of both the HPT and the BTJHS imder any
governance structure that is idtimately put in place in Miami-Dade County.
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Improve Accessibility of Meetings
Under Florida's sunshine rules, meetings of public entities are open to the public.
While the PHT board can meet in the commission chambeis, per coimty
ordinance, and can have the meetinp televised, thfe has not happened. Instead,
meetings are held in the boardroom at P^H, v^hich does not have video or audio
equipment installed. The PHT annoxmced in January 2(X)3 that it would use
microphones in board meetings so that the audience of staff and visitors cotild
better listen to the discmsion (Picker, 2003a), It is important to monitor followthrough on this commitment. The public's access to the meetings has been
discmsed for over two years, with no result.5 Indeed, as of February 20)3, the
PHT members were surprised to learn that the original Miami-Dade County
Ordinance, Chapter 25A, required them to have televised meetings (Picker,
2ro3b). We recommend that similar video and audio requirements apply to HPT
meetings as well.

Improve Accessibility of Information
Both the HPA and the BTflK should maintain websites where they can post
imtitutional information such as their mksion statements and board
composition. Board members should be listed with their professional affiliations
to provide transparency. The HPT and the BTJHB should regularly post meeting
minutes, annual reports, special reports, etc. In particular, onre the boards
establish their annual plam and objectives, ttey should post performance
indicators so tiiat the public can abo assess how well its public institutions are
working. Access to this information would provide more transparency and
accountability to the organizations' activities.
Accountability and transparency would also be increased if the HPT and the
BIJHS reported "milestone" checklists on their websites. Both have clearly
defined deliverables—meetings and reports—specified in their enabling
legislation. The checklist would provide a mechanism for Ikting all these
deliverables and recording when they have been completed.

Document and Report Board Member Attendance
Board and committee members could be held accoimtable by armotating
individual member attendance with tte niunber of meetings attended and
*nie ordinance proposed by Barreiro recommended that the meetings be televised.
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missed and the number of excised absences. This would allow tiie public and
various constituencies to follow tiie involvement of board members. Such
information would also help the boards in their self-assessments.
Report Policy-Meaningful Statistics
The boar<k should consider developing meaningful performance statistics and
requesting that they be reported. Whether the BIJHS has one, two, or three
boards, information relevant to the organization's mfesion should be reported
clearly.
The current PHT duly receives and reviews information on hospital finance and
performance statistics in tte form of traditional balance sheete and operating
statistics such as patient admissions, outpatient visite, etc. However, there are no
statfetics that relate to the hospital's provision of care to the indigent. Currently,
it is impossible to discern the extent to which specialized tertiary services are
i^d by the indigent or by insured patients. It would be helpful and would
enable the board to actually monitor the iiistitution with respect to compliance
with its mission if management had to report statistics on activities of policy
interest such as the number of unir^ured persons treated in the clinics, in the ER,
and in the hospital, the number that were undociunented, etc. These data are
available and are reported occasionally, as revealed in a newspaper article:
Jackson Memorial Hospital spmt $51 million caring for 6,600
undocumented and 3,300 legal foreign nationals living in Miami-Dade
County in fiscal year 2001, part of the $M0 inillion the hospital spent caring
for people who could not reimburse the institution. (Chardy, 2002)
Having such information reported to the boards and the public would facilitate
transparency and accountability. We recommend a similarly mearungful
reporting process for the HPT. Ideally, it would compile and pubMi such
information for all Miami-Dade hospitals.

Depoliticize the Appointment and Removal of trustees
Ciurrently, only one nominee per vacancy is submitted to the BCC for approval.*
This fe insufficient to assure an apolitical appointment, and it reduces the ability
*Ordinaiice25A.3.d.
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of the BCC to assure a diverse board/ The original proposal wha-eby three
names per vacancy were submitted should be considered.

Summaiy
We recommend that the PHT and the HPA be realigned and renamed to reflect
their respective missions. To assure that the HPT has authority within the
coimty, we recommend that funding come from ite current MOE allocation
according to the compromise language agreed upon by the PHT when it was
deliberating the implications of the Lacasa Bill (HB71,2000), In making this
funding recommendation, we are mindful of the current fiscal constrainte at
JMH. However, what is important is that the HPT be providing sufficient
funding to implement change. Moreover, we recommend consolidation of the
funding strean^ for the various health policy and planning activities currently
conducted in the county. This realignment is consistent with the enabling
legislation and could easily be adopted. With funding from the coimty as well as
through contracts and grante secured from other sources, the HPT should be able
to develop an integrated system of care using JHS and other providers to assure
access to care for all Miami-Dade County residents. Etepending on the succ^s of
ite efforts, the coimty should cor^ider proposing an additional tax to be used for
contracted services provision. Finally, both the BTfHS and the new HPT should
consider implementing some of our recommendatiors concerning administrative
matters. This would improve the transparency and accountability of the
activities of both governing bodies and their respective organizations.
Diversity here includes, per the ordinance, reflection of the conununity's racial, gender, ethnic,
and disabled make-up, but also the array of skills and experience needed by the board in the conduct
of its work.
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Appendix

The Sixty-Four Principles^
1. ITie board realizes that it alone bears ultimate respomibility, authority, and
accountability for the organization. It understands the importance of
governance and undertakes its work with a seme of seriousness and
purpose.
2. The board undeistands those factors that affect governance quality and
employs a coherent set of principles to govern.
3. The overarching obligation of a board fe ensuring an organization's
resource and capacities are deployed in ways that benefit its stakeholders.
The board serves as their agent, representing, protecting, and advancing
their interests and acting on their behalf.
4 The board identifies tte organization's key stakeholders.
5. The board understands stakeholder intereste and expectations.
6. The board decides and acts on behalf of stakeholders; it dkcharges Ite legal
fiduciary duty of loyalty.
7. The board discharges its legal fiduciary duty of care.
8. The board understands the functiorw it must perform in order to meet ite
obligations.
9. The board understands and accepts ite ultimate responsibility for
determining the organization's ends and erwuring it has a plan for achieving
them.
10. The board formulates the organization's vision.
11. The board specifies key organizational goab,
12. The board does not become directly involved in developing organizational
strategies; it delegates this task to management.
13. The board understands it is ultimately responsible for ensuring high leveb
of executive performance.
14. The CEO k the board's only direct report.
15. When a vacancy occurs, the board selecte the CEO.

^Reproduced from Dennis D. Pointer and James B. Orlikoff, The High-Paformance Board:
Principles of Nonprofit Organization Governance, Copyright © 2002, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. This
material is used by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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16. The board has a CEO succession plan,
17. The board specifies its key expectations of the CEO.
18. Annually, employing explicit criteria, the board assesses the CEO's
performance and contributions.
19. Annually, the board adjusts the CEO's compensation.
20. Should the need arise, (he board is willing to terminate tte CEO's
employment.
21. The board tmderstands that it is ultimately responsible for ensuring the
quality of the organization's services or products.
22. The board has an explicit and precise working definition of quality.
23. The board develops a panel of quality indicators.
24. The board ensures the organization has a plan for improving quality.
25. The board underetands it is ultimately responsible for the orgaruzation's
financial health.
26. The board specifies key financial objectives for the organization.
27. The board ensures that management-devised budgets are aligned with
financial objectives, key goals, and the vision,
28. The board develops a panel of financial indicators.
29. The board ensures that necessary financial controls are in place.
30. The board is ultimately responsible for itself—for its own performance and
contributioiw,
31. The board tmderstands that to govern effectively it tmist execute three core
roles: policy formulation, decision-making, and oversight.
32. The board formulates policies regarding its ultimate responsibilities.
33. The board makes dedsior^ regarding matters requiring ite attention and
input.
34. The board oveisees (monitors and assesses) key organizational processes
and outcomes,
35. When it meets, the board spends the majority of its time performing ite
policy formulation, dedsion-making, and oversight roles.
36. The board acte only collectively; and once it does so, members support ite
policies and decisions.
37. The board has an explicit, precise, coherent, and empowering notion of the
type of work it must do—ite responsibilities and roles.
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38. The board recognizes the importance of govamance structure that is
consciously designed based on explicit principles, criteria, and choices.
39. Governance structure is streamlined.
40. Unle^ there are extraordinarily compelling reasons to do otterwise, board
size ranges from lune to nineteen members.
41. If governance structure is decentralized, tiie authority, resporaibilities, and
roles of parent and subsidiary boartk are e>^lidtly and precisely specified.
42. If advisory bodies are employed, ti\eir functions are dearly specified and
differentiated from those of governing boards.
43. The board specifies the roles of committees and ite rdationship to them.
44. The number and type of committees are designed to reflect the board's
responsibilities and facilitate and support ite work.
45. The functions and tasks of committees are specified by the board and
codified in a charter and work plan.
46. Governance structure is thoroughly assessed at regular intervals and
modified if necessary.
47. The board proactively designs and manages its composition.
48. Members are recruited and selected on the basis of explicit criteria,
employing a profiling [sic, of skills] process.
49. New board members participate in a carefully crafted and executed
orientation process.
50. The board specifies member expectations.
51. The board has fixed term lengtte and limite the nimiber of terms membere
can serve.
52. The board periodically assesses the performance and contribution of every
member; the results are employed to coach and develop members and make
com.position redesign decisions.
53. Board composition is nonrepresentational.
54. The CEO is a voting ex officio member of the boards.
55. Insiders and those servicing ex officio comprise less than 25 percent of the
board's membership.
56. The board has its own budget.
57. The board has adequate staff support.
58. The board formulates aimual objectives.
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59. Meeting agendas are carefully devised plam for deploying the board's
attention and time.
&). Board meetings are managed and conducted to promote high levels of
effectiveness, efficiency, and creativity.
61. The chair is carefully selected, understands the role, and is able to perform it
effectively.
62. The board is serious about continuous member development and has a plan
for accomplishing it.
63. The board should hold periodic retreats.
64. The board engages in a periodic self-assessment and formulates action plans
to improve ite performance and contributions.
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